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Abstract
Matching logic is a uniform logic to specify and reason about program-
ming languages and program properties. Many important logics and/or
formal systems have been shown to be definable in matching logic as
logical theories. However, no research has been conducted to studying
how hyperproperties can be treated in matching logic. In this paper, we
give the first theoretical result that shows that HyperLTL (hyper linear
temporal logic), which is an important temporal logic designed for spec-
ifying and reasoning about hyperproperties, can be completely captured
by matching logic. Our result demonstrates that matching logic offers a
uniform treatment to handling hyperproperties and to supporting their
model checking problems.
1 Introduction
A trace property, or simply a property, can be formally defined as a set of
execution traces of a given system. We say that a system S satisfies a property
P , if the set of all traces generated by S, denoted tr(S), is included by P , that
is, tr(S) ⊆ P . Trace properties have proven to be useful in specifying various
dynamic properties of transition systems and there already exist many temporal
logics such as linear temporal logic [25] (LTL) and computation tree logic [9]
(CTL) that are specifically designed for expressing trace properties.
However, the rapid development and application of formal methods in the
area of security shows that trace properties are not expressive enough to specify
certain important dynamic properties. Typical examples include information
flow policies, such as noninterference [11, 17] that states that security-sensitive
data (such as passwords or private cryptographic keys) do not influence the
outputs that is public to non-privileged users, privacy policies such as data
minimization principle, [3, 24] that states that a system should collect only
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data necessary for a given task, and performance requirements such as average
response time [11].
Therefore, to support the specification and reasoning of the above security
properties, researchers proposed hyperproperties [11]. A hyperproperty H is
formally defined as a set of trace properties. In other words, H is a set of sets
of execution traces. We say that a system S satisfies the hyperproperty H, if
tr(S) ∈ H (recall that the same satisfaction relation is defined as tr(S) ⊆ P for
a trace property P ). Clearly, hyperproperties subsume trace properties: a trace
property P can be regarded as the hyperproperty H = {P} that is a singleton
set.
Hyperproperties characterize the relationship among multiple execution traces
as well as their interactions, and thus cannot be expressed using the existing
temporal logics such as LTL or CTL. Therefore, researchers have proposed a
number of new logics and/or formal systems that aim at supporting the spec-
ification and reasoning about hyperproperties. HyperLTL [10] is a typical and
one of the first “hyper logics” that have been proposed, along with many others
such as HyperCTL* [10] and Cartesian Hoare logic [29]. HyperLTL extends
the classical LTL by adding (possibly alternative) trace quantifiers on top of
an LTL formula. HyperLTL has been actively studied in literature. Its model
checking algorithm was proposed in [16]. Its decidable fragments have been in-
vestigated in [22]. And there has been runtime verification technique proposed
for HyperLTL [15]. All the above has made HyperLTL an important formalism
for hyperproperties. In this paper, we target at HyperLTL and show that it can
be completely defined in matching logic as a logical theory.
The main motivation of our research is to find a uniform treatment for
hyperproperties using matching logic. Matching logic [5–7, 27] is a unifying
logic to specify and reason about programs and their dynamic properties. Its
syntax builds formulas, called patterns, which can express static structures,
dynamic properties, and logical constraints in a uniform way; its semantics is
based on pattern matching, where pattern matches a set of model elements. It
has been shown that matching logic can define many important logical systems
as its logical theories using patterns as axioms. Matching logic is also the logical
foundational of the K formal language framework (https://kframework.org),
in which the complete formal semantics of many real-world languages such as
C, Java, and JavaScript have been formally defined [1, 19,23].
The benefits of our work are closely related to the matching logic vision:
that matching logic can serve as a logical foundation into which other logical
systems can be “plugged” in a modular way. Under this vision, logical sys-
tems, computing systems, programming languages and programs are defined as
theories which can be easily combined, and any logic L (such as HyperLTL) de-
fined in matching logic can then be used to reason about any system defined in
matching logic, be it a piece of software, hardware description, or a distributed
system model. Formal reasoning within the logic L can be obtained using one
fixed matching logic proof system, which we discuss in Section 2.2. With this
work, this becomes true for HyperLTL, which, to the best of our knowledge, has
no proof system.
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Specifically speaking, we make the following technical contributions in the
paper. Firstly, we define a matching logic theory written ΓhLTL as well as an
(almost verbatim) syntax translation function H2M from HyperLTL to matching
logic. Secondly, we prove the following semantic equivalence theorem that states
that ΓhLTL indeed captures the semantics of HyperLTL:
Theorem 1 (Semantic Equivalence). Let ϕ be any HyperLTL formula and
H2M(ϕ) its translation in matching logic. Then:
hLTL ϕ iff Γ
hLTL  WellSorted(ϕ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ)
Intuitively, Theorem 1 states that ϕ is a valid HyperLTL formula if and only
if the corresponding pattern H2M(ϕ) matches the set of all execution traces,
denoted as JTraceK (see Section 5), given that all trace and state variables that
appear in ϕ range over the intended sorts, as specified by the WellSorted(ϕ)
predicate/pattern (see Section 5).
Theorem 1 connects the validity relations in HyperLTL and matching logic.
However, in practical applications such as model checking, we are interested in
not only HyperLTL validity but also its models. Does the proposed matching
logic theory ΓhLTL correctly capture HyperLTL models?
We give a positive answer to the above question in terms of the following
two theorems, which we call model equivalence theorems. We show that there
exist two model transformation functions, Mh (mapping HyperLTL models to
matching logic) and T h (mapping matching logic models to HyperLTL), such
that the validity relations in both logics are invariant. Formally,
Theorem 2 (Model Equivalence A). For any HyperLTL model T and formula
ϕ,
T hLTL ϕ iff Mh(T )WellSorted(ϕ)→ JTraceK⊆H2M(ϕ)
Theorem 3 (Model Equivalence B). For any matching logic model M  ΓhLTL
and HyperLTL formula ϕ,
T h(M)hLTL ϕ iff M WellSorted(ϕ)→ JTraceK⊆H2M(ϕ)
The above model equivalence theorems allow us to use matching logic, in-
cluding its full syntax of patterns (and not only those corresponding to Hy-
perLTL formulas) to specify HyperLTL models, and to use the matching logic
proof system (see Section 2) to reason about them. One such application is
to support the problem of model checking for HyperLTL, which we discuss in
detail in Section 6.
It is worthwhile to mention that our construction of the matching logic theory
ΓhLTL is directly based on the previous work that defines LTL in matching logic
in [6]. Specifically, we first extend the work on LTL from [6] into theory ΓLTL
which satisfies model equivalence theorems, and then extend ΓLTL into ΓhLTL.
In the following, we first introduce matching logic, including its syntax,
semantics, proof system, and logical theories in Sections 2 and 3. Then,
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• We review the definition of LTL in matching logic and prove two new
results—the model equivalence theorems for LTL (Theorem 9 and Theo-
rem 15) in Section 4.
• We extend the definition of LTL to that of HyperLTL in an easy and intu-
itive way. Then, we prove the model equivalence theorems for HyperLTL
(Theorems 2 and 3) in Section 5, from which the semantic equivalence
theorem (Theorem 1) is proved in 6.
• We discuss the practical application of the proposed theory ΓhLTL in Hy-
perLTL validity and/or model checking in Section 6.
Finally, we conclude the paper with related work in Sections 7 and 8.
2 Preliminaries About Matching Logic
In this section we formally introduce the syntax and semantics of matching logic.
We refer interested readers to [5–7,27] for details.
2.1 Matching Logic Syntax and Semantics
Matching logic is a seamless combination of first-order logic (FOL) and modal
µ-logic [20] that makes no distinction among functions, predicates, or modal
operators, but uses symbols to uniformly construct patterns, which capture static
structures, dynamic properties, and logical constraints. It is parametric in two
variable sets: (1) the set EV of element variables, which are FOL-style variables
that evaluate to individual elements; and (2) the set SV of set variables that
evaluate to sets. Given a matching logic signature Σ as a set of symbols, the
syntax of matching logic patterns [5] is inductively defined:
ϕ ::= x | X | σ | ϕ1 ϕ2 | ⊥ | ϕ1 → ϕ2
| ∃x . ϕ | µX .ϕ where ϕ is positive in X
Here, x ranges over element variables in EV, X over set variables in SV, and σ
over symbols in Σ. The pattern ϕ is positive in X, if no free occurrences of X
are nested an odd number of times on the left of an implication ϕ1→ϕ2. The
construct ϕ1 ϕ2 is called application and is left-associative. Often, application
has the form σ ϕ, where σ ∈ Σ is a symbol. We use Pattern(Σ) to denote the
set of all patterns generated by the above grammar, and write ϕ[ψ/x] to mean
the result of substituting ψ for x in ϕ while avoiding free variable capture. For
notational simplicity, we define the syntactic sugar as usual:
¬ϕ ≡ ϕ → ⊥ ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ≡ ¬ϕ1 → ϕ2
> ≡ ¬⊥ ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ≡ ¬(¬ϕ1 ∨ ¬ϕ2)
∀x . ϕ ≡ ¬∃x .¬ϕ νX .ϕ ≡ ¬µX .¬ϕ[¬X/X]
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The semantics of matching logic is based on pattern matching : patterns are
interpreted as the sets of elements that match them. For example, ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 is
matched by elements that match both ϕ1 and ϕ2; ϕ1∨ϕ2 is matched by elements
that match ϕ1 or ϕ2, etc. Element variable x ∈ EV is matched by one single
element, yielding the same semantics as FOL variables; ∃x . ϕ builds abstraction,
which is matched by all elements that can match ϕ for some valuations of x;
µX .ϕ builds a least fixpoint pattern, which is matched by the elements in the
smallest set X such that X = ϕ (note that X may occur recursively in ϕ).
Formally, a matching logic model consists of
1. a nonempty carrier set M ;
2. a binary function appM : M × M → P(M) (where P(M) denotes the
powerset of M) as the interpretation of application;
3. and a subset σM ⊆M as the interpretation of σ ∈ Σ.
For notational simplicity, we use M to denote both the carrier set and the
whole model. We extend application from elements to sets: appextM (A,B) =⋃
a∈A,b∈B appM (a, b) for A,B ⊆ M . The semantics of patterns is given with
respect to a variable valuation ρ : (EV∪SV)→ (M ∪P(M)) that maps element
variables to model elements and set variables to sets of model elements. The
interpretation of a pattern ϕ, denoted as |ϕ|M,ρ or simply |ϕ|ρ, is a set of model
elements, defined inductively as:
• |x|M,ρ = {ρ(x)} for x ∈ EV
• |X|M,ρ = ρ(X) for X ∈ SV
• |⊥|M,ρ = ∅
• |ϕ1 → ϕ2|M,ρ = M \ (|ϕ1|M,ρ \ |ϕ2|M,ρ)
• |σ|M,ρ = σM for σ ∈ Σ
• |ϕ1 ϕ2|M,ρ = appextM (|ϕ1|M,ρ, |ϕ2|M,ρ)
• |∃x . ϕ|M,ρ =
⋃
a∈M |ϕ|M,ρ[a/x]
• |µX .ϕ|M,ρ = lfp(A 7→ |ϕ|M,ρ[A/X])
where “\” denotes set difference; ρ[a/x] (resp. ρ[A/X]) denotes valuation up-
date, which is the valuation ρ′ such that ρ′(x) = a (resp. ρ′(X) = A) and
agrees with ρ on all other variables; lfp denotes the true least fixpoint, since
A 7→ |ϕ|M,ρ[A/X] is provably monotone (Lemma 26 in the appendix) and thus
have a unique least fixpoint by the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem [30].
Definition 4. A model M satisfies a formula ϕ, written M  ϕ, iff the formula
is interpreted as the whole set M in all valuations; that is, iff |ϕ|ρ = M for
all ρ. A theory Γ, which is a set of matching logic patterns called axioms, is
satisfied in a model M , written M  Γ, iff M  ϕ for all ϕ ∈ Γ. We define
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Γ  ϕ iff M  ϕ for all M  Γ, and let ModML(Γ) = {M |M  Γ} be the class
of all models of the theory Γ. For any ML pattern ϕ, let FV(ϕ) be the set of all
free variables of ϕ. When FV(ϕ) = ∅, the interpretation of ϕ does not depend
on the valuation, so we sometimes use the notation |ϕ|M to denote the unique
interpretation of ϕ in the model M .
2.2 Matching Logic Proof System
Matching logic has a Hilbert-style proof system that defines the provability
relation Γ ` φ, which means that ϕ can be proved in the proof system, where
the patterns from Γ are added as additional axioms [6,7]. The following theorem
states that the proof system is sound.
Theorem 5 ( [6], Theorem 24). Γ ` ϕ implies Γ  ϕ
Since the proof system is sound for reasoning in any matching logic theory,
it is also sound for reasoning in all theories presented in this paper, including
theories ΓLTL and ΓhLTL that we present in Sections 4 and 5 - see discussion in
Section 6.
3 Example Matching Logic Theories
Matching logic is simple, and does not have many important instruments built
into it. In particular, it does not have equality; it has symbols, but not function
symbols; it does not have sorts; it has µ, but does not have multi-ary recursive
symbols. All these instruments would be useful for defining LTL and HyperLTL
in matching logic. Fortunately, all these features can be defined using axioms
and notations, without extending the logic. In this section we show how it can
be done; we will use the instruments defined here in the sections that follows,
when we define LTL in Section 4 HyperLTL in Section 5.
3.1 Equality, Inclusion, Membership
We show how to define equality ϕ1 = ϕ2, set inclusion ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2, and membership
x ∈ ϕ in an axiomatically way in matching logic as a logical theory. Specifically,
we define the equality ϕ1 = ϕ2 (similar for inclusion and membership) as a
matching logic pattern such that it holds (i.e., evaluates to >), iff ϕ1 evaluates
to the same set as ϕ2, and it fails (e.g., evaluates to ⊥) otherwise.
We define equality, inclusion, and membership as shown in Spec. 1. The
specification defines a matching logic signature ΣDEFINEDNESS containing one
symbol, called “definedness”, a theory ΓDEFINEDNESS containing one axiom, called
(Definedness), and a few notations, which allow us to write, e.g., dϕe instead
of d eϕ. The axiom (Definedness) enforces that in all models, |dϕe|ρ = M
iff |ϕ|ρ 6= ∅. (It also holds that |dϕe|ρ = ∅ otherwise, even without the axiom.)
We use the name “definedness” for the symbol and the axiom, since the pattern





dϕe ≡ d eϕ bϕc ≡ ¬d¬ϕe
ϕ1 = ϕ2 ≡ bϕ1 ↔ ϕ2c ϕ1 6= ϕ2 ≡¬(ϕ1 = ϕ2)
x ∈ ϕ≡ dx ∧ ϕe ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2 ≡ bϕ1 ↔ ϕ2c




Spec. 1: Definedness and related notions
the definedness symbol and axiom, we can define equality, membership, and
set inclusion, as syntactic sugar, using another notation, bϕc, called “totality”.
Intuitively, bϕc states that ϕ is matched by all elements - we say that ϕ is “total”.
Then, ϕ1 = ϕ2 states that ϕ1 and ϕ2 are matched by the same elements, etc.
Note that the above is not an extension of matching logic, but merely one symbol
in the signature, one axiom, and a few notations. Equality, membership and
inclusion defined this way have the intended semantics:
Proposition 6. Let M be a ΓDEFINEDNESS-model. Then for any M -valuation ρ
and any patterns ϕ1, ϕ2,
1. |ϕ1 = ϕ2|ρ iff |ϕ1|ρ = |ϕ2|ρ;
2. |ϕ1 ⊆ ϕ2|ρ iff |ϕ1|ρ ⊆ |ϕ2|ρ;
3. |ϕ1 ∈ ϕ2|ρ iff m ∈ |ϕ2|ρ whenever {m} = |ϕ1|ρ for some m ∈M .
Unlike FOL, where formulas evaluate to either true or false, matching logic
patterns can evaluate to any sets. However, some patterns, such as ϕ1 = ϕ2, can
evaluate only to the empty set or the total set. We call such patterns predicate
patterns. Intuitively, the purpose of predicate patterns is to make a statement.
If a predicate pattern evaluates to the empty set, it means that the statement
is false, while if it evaluates to the total set, the statement is true. So for ex-
ample, the pattern dϕe make the statement that ϕ evaluates to a nonempty set
(i.e., matches something); the pattern x ∈ ϕ says that ϕ matches x. Predicate
patterns are closed over boolean connectives and quantification, and they corre-
spond the first-order logic formulas. We often use predicate patterns to specify
a condition on elements being matched. For example, the pattern x ∧ (x 6= y)






JsK ≡ inh s
¬sϕ ≡ (¬ϕ) ∧ JsK
∀x:s . ϕ ≡ ∀x . x ∈ JsK→ ϕ
∃x:s . ϕ ≡ ∃x . x ∈ JsK ∧ ϕ
endspec
Spec. 2: Sorts and sorted quantification
3.2 Sorts
In Sections 4 and 5 we need to represent (Hyper)LTL traces, quantify over
them and define functions on them. For this purpose, we use sorts. Although
matching logic has no builtin support for sorts or many-sorted functions, it
can represent them by symbols defined with proper axioms. Specifically, for
every sort s, we define a corresponding symbol also denoted s to represent its
name, and define a symbol J K, called inhabitant, with the intuition that JsK is
matched by all elements of sort s. Then, we can specify properties about sorts by
patterns; e.g.: (Nonempty Inhabitant) JsK 6= ⊥ specifies that the inhabitant
of the sort s is nonempty. We define sorted quantification that requires x to
have sort s in Spec. 2.
3.3 Many-sorted Functions
As we have seen, the pattern σ x1 . . . xn can be matched by zero, one, or more
elements. In practice, we often need symbols to be interpreted as functions
(or partial functions), which are special instances where σ x1 . . . xn is matched
by exactly (or at most) one element. Axiomatically, we define a many-sorted
function f : s1 × · · · × sn → s as:
(Function) ∀x1 :s1 . . . ∀xn :sn .∃y :s . f x1 . . . xn = y
which enforces f x1 . . . xn to return exactly one element y of sort s, given that
x1, . . . , xn have the appropriate sorts. We use the notation ε → s to denote
a nullary function of sort s, i.e., a constant. Partial functions f : s1 × · · · ×
sn ⇀ s are axiomatized similarly: replace f x1 . . . xn = y in (Function) with
f x1 . . . xn ⊆ y, which enforces f x1 . . . xn to be at most one element.
3.4 Natural Numbers
With the µ binder we can axiomatize natural numbers as the smallest set that
contains zero and is closed under succ - see the axiom (NatDomain) in Spec. 3.
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Figure 1: Many important logics can be defined as theories in matching logic.
Recall that the operator µ is interpreted as the least fixpoint of a function
spec NAT
Import: SORTS
Symbol: Nat , zero, succ
Axiom:
(zeroF) zero : ε→ Nat
(succF) succ : Nat → Nat
(NatDomain) JNatK = µX. zero ∨ succX
(NatNoConf) ∀x : Nat , zero 6= succ x
(SuccInj) ∀x, y : Nat , succ x = succ y → x = y
endspec
Spec. 3: Natural numbers
determined by the body of the µ pattern and the variable bound by the µ
operator. In this case, JNatK is defined as the least fixpoint of the function
A 7→ zeroM ∪ appextM (succM , A) ,
because the symbol ∨ in the pattern zero ∨ succX gets interpreted as the set
union, the application in succX as the pointwise-extended application defined
in the model, the symbols zero and succ as zeroM and succM , respectively, and
the variable X as A.
3.5 Pairs
Spec. 4 defines pairs with the pair constructor 〈 , 〉 and projections proj 1 and
proj 2. Furthermore, we define an axiom (KeyValue) for pair application,
so that a pair applied to an element returns the second component of a pair
whenever the first component matches the argument.
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spec PAIR
Symbol: pair , proj 1, proj 2
Notation:
〈x, y〉 ≡ pair x y
Axiom:
(PairFunction) ∀x.∀y.∃z. 〈x, y〉 = z
(PairInjective) 〈x1, y1〉 = 〈x2, y2〉
→ x1 = x2 ∧ y1 = y2
(ProjectPair1) ∀x1.∀x2. proj 1 〈x1, x2〉 = x1
(ProjectPair2) ∀x1.∀x2. proj 2 〈x1, x2〉 = x2
(KeyValue) 〈k1, v〉 k2 = ((k1 = k2) ∧ v)
endspec
Spec. 4: Pairs and their axioms
3.6 Recursive Symbols
Recursive symbols are symbols that are interpreted as the least solution of re-
cursive equations f x1 . . . xn =lfp ϕ where f occurs positively in ϕ (most likely
with different arguments). Such recursive symbols can be defined using the
existing µ-binder in matching logic, as shown in Spec. 5 for binary recursive
symbols. The intuition is that the µ term builds a graph of the function, i.e.,
the set of argument-result pairs, from which the appropriate results are selected
using application and the axiom (KeyValue). In the binary case, the result is
then another argument-result graph, which is then searched again for the second
argument. The notation f x1 . . . xn =gfp ϕ is used similarly to define symbols
that are interpreted as the greatest solution of a recursive equation. We will see




f x1 x2 =lfp ϕ
≡ f x1 x2 = (µ f. ∃x1.∃x2. 〈x1, 〈x2, ϕ〉〉) x1 x2
f x1 x2 =gfp ϕ
≡ f x1 x2 = (ν f.∃x1.∃x2. 〈x1, 〈x2, ϕ〉〉) x1 x2
endspec
Spec. 5: Recursive symbols as notations over µ and pairs
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3.7 Logical Systems as Theories
We have seen above that matching logic is powerful enough to define equality,
sorts, functions, natural numbers, pairs and recursion, all using only axioms
and notations, without extending the logic itself. In the same style, matching
logic can capture whole logical systems. In Fig. 1 we show a selection of logical
systems that have been formalized as theories in matching logic.
We are not arguing that matching logic is in some sense better than any of
the other systems from Fig. 1. These results mean only that matching logic can
serve as a unifying foundation into which other logics can be integrated. This
is useful, since it allows specification of and reasoning about systems using a
variety of logics, each specialized to its own domain. In the following sections,
when we define LTL and HyperLTL as theories in matching logic, our aim is
not to replace (Hyper)LTL with matching logic. Instead, we want to bring
HyperLTL reasoning into one unifying framework that allows reasoning using
various logics about programs written in various languages.
4 Defining LTL in Matching Logic
In this section we review linear temporal logic (LTL) [26], define it as a matching
logic specification LTL, define translations from LTL to matching logic models
and back, and show that our definitions are well-behaved by proving model
equivalence theorems. We also compare our axiomatization of LTL with those
of [6], which is simpler and does not capture models. However, the main purpose
of this section is to demonstrate the approach that we use for HyperLTL in
Section 5, on a simpler logic. In this section, as well as in Section 5, we focus on
conveying the intuition behind our constructions; we refer an interested reader
to the Appendix.
4.1 LTL Syntax and Semantics
The syntax of LTL is parametric in a countable set AP of atomic propositions
denoted as a; from now on, let AP be fixed. The set ΦLTL of LTL formulas is
defined by the following grammar:
ψ ::= a | ¬ψ | ψ ∧ ψ | ◦ψ | ψ U ψ
Intuitively, ◦ψ holds in a state of a path iff ψ holds in the next state of the path
(path is an infinite sequence of states); ψ1 U ψ2 holds on a state of a path iff ψ2
holds in some future state of that path and all states until that point satisfy ψ1.
An infinite trace τ ∈ (P(AP))ω, or simply trace, is an infinite sequence of subsets
of atomic propositions. We write τ [i] to mean the ith (starting from 1) element
of trace τ for i ≥ 1. We use τ [i..] to denote the suffix trace τ [i], τ [i+ 1], . . . .
LTL models are infinite traces. We let ModLTL = (P(AP))ω denote the set
of all LTL models. The semantics of LTL formula is defined w.r.t. a trace τ as
the relation LTL ⊆ModLTL × N≥1 ×ΦLTL inductively defined as follows:
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• τ, i LTL a iff a ∈ τ [i];
• τ, i LTL ¬ψ iff τ, i 6LTL ψ;
• τ, i LTL ψ1 ∧ ψ2 iff τ, i LTL ψ1 and τ, i LTL ψ2;
• τ, i LTL ◦ψ iff τ, i+ 1 LTL ψ;
• τ, i LTL ψ1 U ψ2 iff there exists j ≥ i such that τ, j LTL ψ2 and for all
i ≤ k < j we have τ, k LTL ψ1.
We write τ LTL ψ if τ, 1 LTL ψ and LTL ψ if τ LTL ψ for all τ ∈ (P(AP))ω.
4.2 Capturing LTL in Matching Logic
We define a matching logic specification LTL that captures precisely LTL models,
shown in Spec. 6; the specification defines a signature ΣLTL and a ΣLTL-theory
ΓLTL. We explain the specification as follows. Models of LTL formulas are
traces; therefore, we introduce a sort Trace whose only inhabitant is a trace from
(P(AP))ω. To determine whether a trace satisfies a LTL formula, one needs to
consider the suffixes of the trace. A trace suffix is, intuitively, a trace paired with
an offset; We represent trace suffixes using the sort TrSuf , and identify (full)
traces with trace suffixes paired with 1. The intuition is that a ΣLTL-pattern
representing an LTL formula matches exactly those trace suffixes that satisfy the
formula. We also include a symbol a for every atomic proposition; the symbol is
intended to match any trace suffix τ, i whose first state τ [i] satisfies the atomic
proposition. The behavior of this symbol is axiomatized by the axiom schema
(AtomicProp), where the metavariable a ranges over all atomic propositions.
Now we explain the main operators/notations that we define; namely, ¬LTL,
◦, ◦̄, and U .
1. The notation ¬LTL represents negation of an LTL formula. We cannot use
the built-in matching logic negation for the purpose of negating an LTL
formula, since the carrier set may contain elements other than trace suf-
fixes, and these would be included in the result of negation. For example,
in some model, the pattern ¬a matches the definedness symbol.
2. The symbol ◦ represents the LTL “next” operator. The intended meaning
of this operator is the following: the pattern ◦ϕ matches (“holds in”)
the trace suffix τ, i iff ϕ matches (“holds in”) τ, i + 1. See the following
illustration:
τ, i τ, i+ 1 τ, i+ 2 // trace suffixes
◦◦ϕ ◦ϕ ϕ // patterns
Therefore, perhaps counterintuitively, we can view the operator ◦ (“next”)




Symbol: Trace, TrSuf , ◦, ◦̄,
atomic proposition a (for every a ∈ AP)
Notation:
¬LTLϕ ≡ JTrSuf K ∧ ¬ϕ
ϕ1 U ϕ2 ≡ µX .ϕ2 ∨ (ϕ1 ∧ ◦X)
Axiom:
(Prev) ◦̄x = ∃y . y ∧ (x ∈ ◦y))
(Trace) ∃x. JTraceK = x
(TraceSuffix) JTrSuf K = µX. JTraceK ∨ ◦̄X
(Inf) JTrSuf K ⊆ ◦JTrSuf K
(NextOut) ◦(¬JTrSuf K) ⊆ ¬JTrSuf K
(NextPFun) ◦ : TrSuf ⇀ TrSuf
(NextInj) ∀x1, x2 : TrSuf . ◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6= ⊥
→ x1 = x2
(AtomicProp) a ⊆ JTrSuf K
endspec
Spec. 6: LTL as a matching logic specification
returns τ, i - intuitively, it extends the trace suffix given as the argument
with the “previous” state τ [i]. Consequently, one can obtain the (full)
trace τ, 1 of a trace suffix τ, i by repeatedly applying ◦.
3. The operator ◦̄ (“previous”) is a symbol defined by the axiom (Prev)
to be the inverse of ◦; i.e., given a trace suffix τ, i as the argument, ◦̄
returns τ, i + 1. The axiom intuitively says that ◦̄z returns the set of all
traces for which ◦ yields z. In matching logic, there exists an idiomatic
way to express the set of all elements that satisfy a given property (i.e.,
set comprehension): the scheme ∃x. x ∧ P (x), where P (x) is a predicate.
Recall that in matching logic, existential quantifier is interpreted as a
union; only elements satisfying given predicate contribute to the union,
because the other elements get filtered out by intersection with the failing
predicate, i.e., the empty set.
4. The operator U (“until”) is defined as a notation over ◦. Recall that
ϕ1U ϕ2 intuitively means that “eventually, ϕ2 holds, and until that point,
ϕ1 holds”. This operator has a recursive nature, since we can expand:
ϕ1 U ϕ2 ' ϕ2 ∨ (ϕ1 ∧ (ϕ1 U ϕ2)) .
By using ' we want to say that the two formulas are semantically equiva-








· · · · · ·
(c) infinite past
Figure 2: Models prohibited by ΓLTL.
A question might arise, why does a model ΓLTL  M contain any trace suf-
fixes at all? Intuitively, the axiom (Trace) ensures that the model contains
a trace; because of the axiom (TraceSuffix), this trace is also a trace suffix;
and the axiom (Inf) ensures we can generate trace suffixes ad infinitum. But
then, why do we need the other axioms, and why (TraceSuffix) does not
simply state that JTraceK ⊆ JTrSuf K? This is because in order for model ele-
ments to faithfully represent trace suffixes, we need to have some structure on
the elements. (TraceSuffix) says that the sort of all trace suffixes is gener-
ated from the sort of traces by applying the operator ◦̄; that is, by repeatedly
adding 1 to the offset. This way, we ensure finite past. The axiom (NextOut)
ensures that only trace suffixes can be predecessors of trace suffixes; the axioms
(NextPFun) and (NextInj) ensure that ◦ is interpreted as an injective partial
function, thus making sure that trace suffixes do not “branch” or “merge”. For
an illustration of models prohibited by ΓLTL, see Fig. 2, where an arrow between
x and y means that x ∈ appextM (◦M , {y}).
From LTL Formulas to Matching Logic Patterns
With the symbols and notations in place, we can now define a formula trans-
lation function L2M : ΦLTL → Pattern(ΣLTL) from LTL formulas to matching
logic formulas. The translation function is straightforward, directly mapping
LTL constructs to symbols and notations of the specification LTL:
• L2M(a) = a for all atomic propositions a;
• L2M(¬ψ) = ¬LTLL2M(ψ);
• L2M(ψ1 ∧ ψ2) = L2M(ψ1) ∧ L2M(ψ2);
• L2M(◦ψ) = ◦ L2M(ψ); and
• L2M(ψ1 U ψ2) = L2M(ψ1) U L2M(ψ2).
For any ΓLTL-model M , by axiom (Trace), |JTraceK|M is a singleton set; we
denote its unique element as MTrace . We also write MTrSuf to mean |JTrSuf K|M .
Intuitively, MTrace is the trace represented by the model M , while MTrSuf
represents all the suffixes of the trace MTrace . The translation function L2M
has the following property:
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Lemma 7. For a ΓLTL-model M and an LTL formula ϕ, its corresponding
matching logic translation L2M(ϕ) is matched only by trace suffixes; i.e.,
|L2M(ϕ)|M ⊆MTrSuf .
4.3 From LTL Models to Matching Logic ΓLTL-Models
In this section we prove the first model equivalence theorem, which says that
an LTL model satisfies a formula if and only if its translation to matching logic
satisfies the translated formula. We defer the concrete construction of the model
translation function
Ml : ModLTL →ModML(ΓLTL)
to appendix (see Definition 30). Here, we only need to know that the carrier set
of the constructed model contains positive natural numbers: Ml(τ)TrSuf = N≥1
for any LTL model (i.e., a trace) τ , and that ◦ is interpreted as a partial function
decrementing the number it is given and ◦̄ as a total function incrementing the
number it is given.
We said earlier that the intuition behind the sort TrSuf is that a ΣLTL-
pattern representing an LTL formula matches exactly those trace suffixes that
satisfy the formula. The following lemma makes the intuition precise, thus
connecting the semantics of LTL and matching logic.
Lemma 8. τ, i LTL ϕ ⇐⇒ i ∈ |L2M(ϕ)|Ml(τ) for any τ ∈ ModLTL, i ≥ 1,
and a LTL formula ϕ.
Now we would like to prove Theorem 9, which connects LTL validity with
matching logic validity. However, we must be careful when formulating such
proposition, because the pattern L2M(ϕ) is matched only by trace suffixes
(Lemma 7), while a matching logic pattern is valid if it matches all elements.
Since we only want the pattern L2M(ϕ) to match the (full) trace, we state:
Theorem 9 (Model Equivalence A). For any LTL model τ ∈ModLTL and an
LTL formula ϕ,
τ LTL ϕ ⇐⇒ Ml(τ)  JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ) .
Intuitively, this theorem says that τ satisfies ϕ in LTL iff the translated
formula matches the JTraceK component of the model Ml(τ); i.e., the element
MTrace . A reader might wonder why the theorem does not say that JTraceK =
L2M(ϕ), which would intuitively mean that ϕ matches exactly the trace. The
answer is that such theorem would not hold in general, since the translated
formula may match many trace suffixes, i.e., inhabitants of the sort TrSuf , of
which the full trace is only one special member.
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4.4 From Matching Logic ΓLTL-Models to LTL Models
In this section we prove Theorem 15, which says, intuitively, that any matching
logic model of ΓLTL can be transformed to an LTL model that satisfies the
same set of LTL formulas. Let us assume that we have a matching logic model
M  ΓLTL. Our goal is to constructor a model translation function
T l : ModML(ΓLTL)→ModLTL
such that T l(M) yields the same semantics as M . Recall that an LTL model is
an infinite trace over a set of atomic proposition. Therefore, we need to specify
the atomic propositions and the infinite trace. Intuitively, we build the following
infinite trace τ [1], τ [2], τ [3], . . ., where τ [i] is the set of atomic propositions that
are satisfied in the trace suffix τ, i extracted from M .
First, we need a way to address those elements of a ΓLTL-model that represent
trace suffixes.
Definition 10. For any ΓLTL-model M , we define the function M◦̄ : M → M
defined by M◦̄(m) = m
′, where m′ is the unique element satisfying {m′} =
appextM (◦̄M , {m}), and the function J KLTLM : N≥1 → JTrSuf KM by
JnKLTLM =
{
MTrace if n = 1
M◦̄(Jn− 1KLTLM ) if n > 1
Intuitively, JiKLTLM represents the suffix τ, i of the trace τ represented by the
model M . With this construction, we can now extract an LTL model out of M .
Definition 11. Let T l : ModML(ΓLTL) → ModLTL be the model translation
function from matching logic to LTL, defined by T l(M)(i) = {a ∈ AP | JiKLTLM ∈
aM} for every M ∈ModML(ΓLTL) and i ∈ N≥1.
The important question is: how does satisfaction in M relate to satisfaction
in T l(M)? The key insight is that from Section 4.3 we already know how
does satisfaction in T l(M) relate to matching in Ml(T l(M)), by instantiating
Lemma 8 with τ = T l(M). If we could tie matching inMl(T l(M)) to matching
in M , we would get the relationship between matching in M and satisfaction in
T l(M) by transitivity.
We notice that the set of trace suffixesMTrSuf of a Γ
LTL-modelM has a struc-
ture that is similar to the set of natural numbers: the axiom (TraceSuffix)
defining the inhabitant set of the sort TrSuf resembles the axiom used for defin-
ing natural numbers, with JTraceK playing the role of 0 and ◦̄ playing the role
of the successor function. We also have a function J KLTLM from positive natural
numbers to the members of the inhabitant set of the sort TrSuf . We now make
the relationship precise: we define a function distLTLM going in the other direction
and show that the two are inversions of each other. Then we show that distLTLM
and J KLTLM preserve matching of LTL formulas, and are therefore exactly the ties









Figure 3: The functions distLTLM and J KLTLM are inversions.
Axioms (Trace) and (TraceSuffix) together with the injectivity of ◦̄
(see Lemma 29 in the appendix) ensure that every element m ∈ MTrSuf can
be uniquely constructed by repeatedly applying ◦̄ to MTrace - intuitively, every
trace suffix can be uniquely constructed by repeatedly incrementing the offset
of the trace represented by M . We define the function
distLTLM : MTrSuf → N≥1
by distLTLM (m) = n+ 1, where n is the number of times ◦̄ needs to be applied to
get from MTrace to m. In other words, dist
LTL
M (m) is the ◦̄-distance of m from
MTrace . We call the (unique) sequence of trace suffixes leading from MTrace to
m the initial sequence of m.
The main component of matching logic models built from LTL models is
JTrSuf KMl(τ), which is the set of positive natural numbers. The following lemma
relates MTrSuf of an arbitrary Γ
hLTL-model to Ml(T l(M))TrSuf (see Fig. 3).
Lemma 12. Functions J KLTLM and dist
LTL
M are inversions of each other, and
therefore are bijections between MTrSuf and Ml(T l(M))TrSuf .
The relationship between M and Ml(T l(M)) is stronger: the two models
are indistinguishable by LTL formulas. We can take a LTL formula, evaluate
it in the model M , and then translate the matched elements (“trace suffixes”)
to elements of Ml(T l(M)) - and we get the same result as if we evaluated the
formula directly in Ml(T l(M)) (see Fig. 4).
Lemma 13. For every M ∈ModML(ΓLTL) and ϕ ∈ ΦLTL,
|L2M(ϕ)|Ml(T l(M)) = distLTLM (|L2M(ϕ)|M ) .
And since distLTLM is a bijection, we can do the same in the opposite direction.









Figure 4: A commutative diagram characterizing | |Ml(T l(M)).
Lemma 14. For all M ∈ModML(ΓLTL) and ϕ ∈ ΦLTL,
T l(M), i LTL ϕ ⇐⇒ JiKLTLM ∈ |L2M(ϕ)|M .
The proof goes as suggested above: we relate the satisfaction in T l(M) to
matching inMl(T l(M)) using Lemma 8 and then use Lemma 13 and Lemma 12
to bring the reasoning back to M . With Lemma 14, it is now easy to prove the
second model equivalence theorem.
Theorem 15 (Model Equivalence B). For any ML model M ∈ModML(ΣLTL)
and an LTL formula ϕ,
T l(M) LTL ϕ ⇐⇒ M  JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ) .
4.5 Comparison to [6]
Let us now compare our definition of LTL with the one given in [6], which
directly inspired ours. The major distinction is that the axiomatization in [6]
allows models that do not correspond to LTL traces, such as a bidirectionally-
infinite sequence of elements, multiple identical sequences of elements, or a tree
with a root in future. Our axiomatization do not permit such models, and
therefore we are able to prove Theorems 9 and 15.
From the technical point of view, one technical distinction between the two
formalizations is that in [6], the authors do not explicitly define a formula trans-
lation function, because, according to them, matching logic syntax under given
signature together with given notations subsume the syntax of LTL. In contrast,
we feel forced to give an explicit definition of the formula translation function
because of the negation operator: since the authors of [6] use a sorted variant
of matching logic where the built-in negation preserves sorts, the LTL negation
operator can be, in [6], (implicitly) directly mapped to the negation operator
of matching logic; on the other hand, we need to explicitly “filter” the result
of matching logic negation, as explained above. Otherwise, the syntactic part
is similar, except that in [6], the symbol in signature is called •, and the LTL
operator ◦ is defined as a notation ◦X ≡ ¬•¬X.
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The second technical distinction is that in [6], two axioms are sufficient to
capture the semantics:
(Inf) •> (Lin) •X → ◦X
Intuitively, their axiom (Inf) corresponds to our axiom (Inf), and its simplicity
is due to the many-sorted nature of many-sorted matching logic: > in their
axiom evalutes to all elements of the sort that they (implicitly) use, and their
axiom (Inf) therefore corresponds to our pattern JTrSuf K = ◦JTrSuf K, of which,
so to speak, our axiom (Inf) is a half. We enforce the other inclusion using
the axiom (NextPFun). The other axiom of [6], (Lin), prevents the model
elements from branching in the direction of ◦, that is, it enforces linear future.
Our axioms (NextPFun) and (NextInj) enforce not only linear future, but
also linear past.
The third technical distinction is in the way we formulate our arguments.
Our argument is purely model-theoretical, while the argument of [6] is based on
the observation that their models form a class of transition systems, and on the
completeness of modal µ-logic, which is a fragment of matching logic.
5 Defining HyperLTL in Matching Logic
In this section we review HyperLTL, define it as a matching logic specification
HLTL, define translations from HyperLTL to matching logic models and back,
and show that our definitions are correct by proving model equivalence theorems
(Theorems 2 and 3). We use similar ideas as for LTL in Section 4.
5.1 HyperLTL Syntax and Semantics
HyperLTL is an extension of LTL for specifying hyperproperties, i.e., properties
of sets of traces instead of properties about traces. The syntax of HyperLTL is
parametric in
• a countable set AP of atomic propositions denoted as a;
• an countably infinite set V of path variables denoted as π, π1, π2, . . . .
HyperLTL extends LTL with quantifiers over path variables, which are then
used to label atomic propositions; quantifiers appear only at the top level:
ϕ ::= ∀π . ϕ | ∃π . ϕ | ψ
ψ ::= aπ | ¬ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | ◦ψ | ψ U ψ
We let ΦhLTL denote the set of all HyperLTL formulas defined by the above
grammar.
The semantics of HyperLTL is defined w.r.t. a nonempty set of traces T ,
called a HyperLTL model, a valuation Π: V → T , and a number i ∈ N≥1, as
the relation hLTL⊆ModhLTL × (V → T )× N≥1 ×ΦhLTL inductively defined as
follows:
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• T,Π, i hLTL aπ iff a ∈ Π(π)[i];
• T,Π, i hLTL ∃π . ϕ iff there exists τ ∈ T such that T,Π[τ/π], i hLTL ϕ;
• T,Π, i hLTL ∀π . ϕ iff for all τ ∈ T we have T,Π[τ/π], i hLTL ϕ;
where Π[τ/π] denotes the valuation Π′ such that Π′(π) = τ and Π′(π′) = Π(π)
for all π′ 6≡ π. (For brevity, we omit the definitions for ¬, ∨, ◦, and U , since
they are similar to LTL.) We write T hLTL ϕ if T,Π, 1 hLTL ϕ for all valuations
Π. We write hLTL ϕ if T hLTL ϕ for all T . We let ModhLTL = P((P(AP))ω)
denote the set of all HyperLTL models.
5.2 Capturing HyperLTL in Matching Logic
For HyperLTL, we let V ⊆ EV; i.e., the set of matching logic element variables
contains all HyperLTL path variables. The matching logic specification that
defines the theory ΓhLTL is shown in Spec. 7. The specification includes all LTL
axioms with one modification: the axiom (Trace) now enforces the existence
of a trace, but does not limit their number. The axioms (Row), (SC), (Col),
and (Eq) define the meaning of the symbols row , sc, col , and eq , respectively:
given trace suffixes x, y, row x represents the set of all trace suffixes that are
forward-reachable (using ◦̄) or backward-reachable (using ◦) from x, which is
illustrated as a row on Fig. 5; sc x y is a predicate which holds if x and y
are at the same distance from their (complete) trace, which in terms of Fig. 5
means they are at the same column; col x represents the set of trace suffixes
that are at the same distance from their (complete) trace, which is illustrated
as a column; and the predicate eq x y holds if x and y validate the same set of
atomic proposition from that point forward. The axiom (Set) guarantees that
the model does not contain two equivalent traces; i.e., that traces form a set
(and not a general multiset), as in HyperLTL models.
As in the LTL case, HyperLTL formulas maps directly to the syntax of
matching logic and the defined syntactic sugar, except that in the case of quan-
tifiers we need to restrict the quantification to full traces.
Definition 16. We define the function H2M( ) : ΦhLTL → Pattern(ΣhLTL)
inductively by
• H2M(aπ) = aπ;
• H2M(¬ψ) = ¬hLTLH2M(ψ);
• H2M(ψ1 ∨ ψ2) = H2M(ψ1) ∨ H2M(ψ2);
• H2M(◦ψ) = ◦H2M(ψ);
• H2M(ψ1 U ψ2) = H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2);
• H2M(∀π. ϕ) = ∀π : Trace.H2M(ϕ); and




Symbol: Trace, TrSuf , ◦, ◦̄,
atomic proposition a (for every a ∈ AP),
row , col , sc, eq
Notation:
¬hLTLϕ ≡ JTrSuf K ∧ ¬ϕ
ϕ1 U ϕ2 ≡ µX .ϕ2 ∨ (ϕ1 ∧ ◦X)
aπ ≡ col(a ∧ row(π))
Axiom:
(Prev) ◦̄x = ∃y . y ∧ (x ∈ ◦y))
(Trace) ∃x. x ∈ JTraceK
(TraceSuffix) JTrSuf K = µX. JTraceK ∨ ◦̄X
(Inf) JTrSuf K ⊆ ◦JTrSuf K
(NextOut) ◦(¬JTrSuf K) ⊆ ¬JTrSuf K
(NextPFun) ◦ : TrSuf ⇀ TrSuf
(NextInj) ∀x1, x2 : TrSuf . ◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6= ⊥
→ x1 = x2
(AtomicProp) a ⊆ JTrSuf K
(Row) ∀x : TrSuf . row x = µX . x ∨ ◦X ∨ ◦̄X
(SC) ∀x, y : TrSuf . sc x y
=lfp (x ∈ JTraceK ∧ y ∈ JTraceK)
∨sc (◦x) (◦y)
(Col) ∀x : TrSuf . col x
= ∃y : TrSuf . y ∧ (sc x y)
(Eq) ∀x, y : TrSuf . eq x y
=gfp (
∧
a∈AP x ∈ a↔ y ∈ a)
∧eq (◦̄x) (◦̄y)
(Set) ∀x, y : Trace. eq x y → x = y
endspec
Spec. 7: HyperLTL as a matching logic specification
5.3 From HyperLTL Models to ΓhLTL-Models
In this section we define a function translating HyperLTL models into matching
logic models and prove the first model equivalence theorem, Theorem 2. We for-
mally define a model translation function Mh : ModhLTL →ModML(ΓhLTL) in
Definition 39 in the appendix; here we only intuitively illustrate its basic proper-
ties. For any HyperLTL model (i.e., a nonempty set of traces) T , the carrier set
of the translated model Mh(T ) contains the original HyperLTL traces paired
with positive natural numbers: Mh(T )TrSuf = T×N≥1; each number represent-
ing an offset on a trace. The symbol ◦ is interpreted as a partial function that
decreases the offset if it is greater than 1, while the symbol ◦̄ is interpreted as a

















Figure 5: An intuitive illustration of the ΓhLTL-model generated from the Hy-
perLTL model T .
circles represent elements ofMh(T )TrSuf and the arrows represent the function
that interprets ◦̄.
We also need to construct matching logic valuations from HyperLTL ones.
Recall that a HyperLTL valuation Π: V → T maps HyperLTL variables to
traces. The corresponding matching logic valuation ρhLTLT (Π) needs to map a
HyperLTL variable π to some pair in T × N≥1. A natural choice is to define
ρhLTLT (Π)(π) = (Π(π), 1), since the number 1 represents the smallest possible
offset on the trace Π(π), and since the resulting value is an inhabitant of the
sort Trace.
The reader might wonder why the notation for aπ is defined the way it is.
Intuitively, this is because in HyperLTL semantics, all traces in a model are
considered from a certain point in time, which is the same for all traces; this
point is represented by the N≥1 component of the relation hLTL. Therefore,
in matching logic, we too need to consider all traces from a certain point at
once. Our idea is that in matching logic, HyperLTL formulas match not only
individual trace suffixes, but whole columns (in the sense of Fig. 5) of trace
suffixes, where columns represents the idea of “traces from a certain (the same)
point”. Given any column, a HyperLTL formula either matches the full column,
or none of it. This is easily seen when we consider the base-case HyperLTL
formula aπ (which in matching logic desugars to col(a∧row(π))): if the matching
logic formula a matches a trace suffix x that lies in the row corresponding to the
HyperLTL variable π , then the matching logic formula a∧ row(π) still matches
x, and col(a∧row(π)) matches the whole column in which x lies. Consequently,
if aπ matches some part of a column, it matches the column as a whole. In
the following lemma that connect the semantics of HyperLTL with semantics of
matching logic we therefore have two cases: one where the HyperLTL formula
matches the whole column, and the other where it matches none of it.
Lemma 17. For any HyperLTL model T ∈ ModhLTL, valuation Π : V → T ,
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and i ∈ N≥1,
T,Π, i hLTL ϕ ⇐⇒ JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ϕ)|ρhLTLT (Π), and
T,Π, i 6hLTL ϕ ⇐⇒ JiKhLTLMh(T ) ∩ |H2M(ϕ)|ρhLTLT (Π) = ∅ ,
where JiKhLTLMh(T ) stands for the i-th column of the model M
h(T ); that is, for the
set {(τ, i) | τ ∈ T}.
Now we would like to prove the first model equivalence theorem, as we
did in the LTL case. However, there is one catch: the implication “T hLTL
ϕ implies Mh(T )  JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ)” does not hold in general, when ϕ
is not closed. Consider the HyperLTL model T = {τ} consisting of a single
trace, τ = {a}, ∅, ∅, . . ., and the HyperLTL formula ϕ ≡ ∃π′. G(aπ ↔ aπ′),
where G(ψ) ≡ ¬(true U ¬ψ). Then T hLTL ϕ holds (in fact, ϕ is a HyperLTL
tautology), but Mh(T ) 6 JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ), since (τ, 1) 6∈ |H2M(ϕ)|ρ for the
Mh(T )-valuation ρ such that ρ(π) = (τ, 2). The problem is that ρ does not
correspond to any HyperLTL valuation, since it maps π outside JTraceK. To fix
this, we define the formula WellSorted(ϕ) that is true only if the valuation maps




π ∈ JTraceK .
Now we are ready to prove the first model equivalence theorem.
Theorem 2 (Model Equivalence A). For any HyperLTL model T and formula
ϕ,
T hLTL ϕ iff Mh(T )WellSorted(ϕ)→ JTraceK⊆H2M(ϕ)
5.4 From ΓhLTL-Models to HyperLTL Models
In this section we define a translation function from matching logic models
satisfying ΓhLTL to HyperLTL models, and prove the second model equivalence
theorem. We use the same technique as in the LTL case; namely, we define
the translation function in terms of ◦̄-distance and initial sequences, and prove
the theorem by establishing a relationship between arbitrary ΓhLTL-models and
matching logic models constructed from HyperLTL models.
5.4.1 Constructing a HyperLTL Model
Recall that a HyperLTL model is a set of traces, and that we represent traces
as inhabitants of the sort Trace. Therefore, given a ΓhLTL-model M , we define
the HyperLTL model
T h(M) = {τ(m) | m ∈ |JTraceK|M} .
In other words, the model contains one trace τ(m) for each inhabitant of the
sort Trace, where the trace τ(m) is defined similarly as in the LTL case:
τ(m)[i] = {a | get(m, i) ∈ aM} ,
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where get is an iterative application of ◦̄: get(m, 1) = m and get(m,n + 1) =
M◦̄(get(m,n)).
5.4.2 Bijection βM
There exists a bijection βM between M and Mh(T h(M)). In the case of LTL,
we had a function distLTLM that served as a matching-preserving bijection from an
arbitrary matching logic ΓLTL-model M to the constructed model Ml(T l(M)).
Recall that distLTLM calculated the ◦̄-distance from the full trace to the given
trace suffix, and returned a value in N≥1, which, conveniently, was also the
inhabitant set of TrSuf in the constructed matching logic model. In the case of
HyperLTL we define a similar function, denoted disthLTLM , with N≥1 as codomain.
Since N≥1 is now only one component of the inhabitant set of TrSuf , that is,
of T × N≥1, we also need a function fullhLTLM that compute a HyperLTL trace
τ ∈ T from the given trace suffix of M . These two functions, when paired, then
form a matching-preserving bijection β between M and Mh(T h(M)).
We define the function fullhLTLM : MTrSuf → MTrace such that full
hLTL
M (m) is
the (unique) element of MTrace from which m is ◦̄-reachable (i.e., the full trace of
the trace suffix m), and the function disthLTLM : MTrSuf → N≥1 by dist
hLTL
M (m) =
n+1, where n is the number of times ◦̄ needs to be applied to get from fullhLTLM (m)
to m.
Now we define the matching preserving bijection β by pairing fullhLTLM and
disthLTLM . Intuitively, β decomposes elements representing trace suffixes in model
M into a (full) trace and an offset on the trace.
Definition 18. For any ΓhLTL-model M , we define the function βM : M →
Mh(T h(M)) = T h(M)× N by





5.4.3 βM Preserves Semantics
Now we want to prove Lemma 20, which intuitively says that if we interpret
a formula ϕ in some model M and then use βM to transfer the interpreta-
tion to Mh(T h(M)), we get the same result as is we interpreted ϕ directly in
Mh(T h(M)). In the case of LTL, the function distLTLM preserved semantics irre-
spectively of valuations, since LTL formulas have no variables. The HyperLTL
case is more complicated because of variables. But just as there exist ΣhLTL-
models that do not correspond to any HyperLTL model, and we filter them out
using the theory ΓhLTL, for any ΓhLTL-model M(T ) built of a HyperLTL model
T there are some M -valuations that do not correspond to any HyperLTL T -
valuation; we are not interested in those. The valuations we are interested in,
we call “well-sorted”.
Definition 19. A valuation ρ : Var → M is called “well-sorted” if ρ(π) ∈
MTrace for any path variable π ∈ V .
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In other words, in a well-sorted valuation all path variables range over the
sort Trace, as expected. A valuation ρhLTLT (Π) is always well-sorted. Moreover,
for any well-sortedMh(T )-valuation ρ there exists a HyperLTL T -valuation Π′
such that ρ is equivalent to ρhLTLT (Π
′). Similarly to the LTL case, HyperLTL
formulas in well-sorted matching logic valuations evaluate to trace suffixes. Now
we can formulate the matching-preserving lemma.
Lemma 20. For every ΓhLTL-model M , every well-sorted M -valuation ρ, and
every HyperLTL formula ϕ,
|H2M(ϕ)|ρΠ(ρ) = βM (|H2M(ϕ)|ρ)
Similarly to the LTL case, this lemma is useful in that it allows us to transfer
HyperLTL reasoning between the model M and the model Mh(T h(M)).
5.4.4 Model Equivalence
Now we are going to prove the second model equivalence theorem (Theorem 3)
using a lemma that connects the semantics in M with semantics in T h(M)
(Lemma 21). We just need two more technical details before doing so: (1) to
transform well-sorted matching logic valuations into HyperLTL valuations, and
(2) to denote columns of trace suffixes. For (1), given a matching logic valuation
ρ : V → M , we define the corresponding HyperLTL valuation Π(ρ) : V →
T h(M) as Π(ρ)(π) = τ(fullhLTLM (ρ(π))). This way, if we create a matching logic
valuation from a HyperLTL valuation and then turn it back into a HyperLTL
valuation, we get back the original one. For (2), we want JiKhLTLM to stand for the
i-th column of the model M - if there is something like columns in an arbitrary
ΓhLTL-model. We can define JiKhLTLM using repeated applications of ◦̄ to Trace.
Such definition coincides with the notation we have seen in Lemma 17. Now we
can formulate the following lemma, which is a counterpart of Lemma 17 in the
same sense in which Lemma 14 is a counterpart of Lemma 8.
Lemma 21. For every model M of ΓhLTL, every HyperLTL formula ϕ, and
every well-sorted valuation ρ : V →M ,
T,Π(ρ), i hLTL H2M(ϕ) ⇐⇒ JiKhLTLM ⊆ |H2M(ϕ)|ρ
T,Π(ρ), i hLTL H2M(ϕ) ⇐⇒ JiKhLTLM ∩ |H2M(ϕ)|ρ 6= ∅ ,
where T = T h(M).
The lemma is proved similarly to Lemma 14, using Lemma 17 and properties
of βM . With this lemma it is easy to prove the second model equivalence
theorem, which we restate here.
Theorem 3 (Model Equivalence B). For any matching logic model M  ΓhLTL
and HyperLTL formula ϕ,
T h(M)hLTL ϕ iff M WellSorted(ϕ)→ JTraceK⊆H2M(ϕ)
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To summarize: the theory ΓhLTL captures HyperLTL models, which we have
shown by defining functions Mh and T h for translation HyperLTL models to
matching logic models and back and proving model equivalence theorems (The-
orems 2 and 3). In the next section we discuss how to apply our results for
HyperLTL validity and and model checking.
6 Applications
The model equivalence theorems (Theorems 9, 15, 2, 3) have two important
applications: (1) they allow us to check whether a (Hyper)LTL formula is a
tautology, by easily proving a semantic equivalence theorem; and (2) they enable
us to do model checking of a (Hyper)LTL formula against a (Hyper)LTL model
specified in matching logic.
6.1 Validity Checking
Validity checking, that is, checking whether a formula is true in all models, is
enabled by a semantic equivalence theorem, which is a direct consequence of
model equivalence theorems. For LTL, we can state:
Theorem 22 (Semantic Equivalence). For any ϕ ∈ ΦLTL,
LTL ϕ ⇐⇒ ΓLTL  JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ)
The implication from left to right follows from Theorem 15, while the other
implication from Theorem 9. Using Theorems 3 and 2, for HyperLTL we can
prove a similar result, that is, Theorem 1, which we restate here:
Theorem 1 (Semantic Equivalence). Let ϕ be any HyperLTL formula and
H2M(ϕ) its translation in matching logic. Then:
hLTL ϕ iff Γ
hLTL  WellSorted(ϕ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ)
With these semantic equivalence theorems we can reduce (Hyper)LTL valid-
ity to matching logic validity.
6.2 Model Checking
The model equivalence theorems (Theorems 2 and 3) enable us to do model
checking, that is, to check whether a HyperLTL model satisfies a HyperLTL
formula. For example, let us suppose that, given the signature AP = {red}, we
want to check whether the HyperLTL model T = {τa, τb, τc}, where τa = ∅, ∅, . . .,
τb = {red}, ∅, ∅, . . ., and τc = {red}, ∅, {red}, ∅, . . ., satisfies the HyperLTL for-
mula ϕ. We can define a the theory ΓT consistent with ΓhLTL such that ev-
ery matching logic model M of ΓT ∪ ΓhLTL translates to T (meaning that
T h(M) = T ). Then, using Theorem 3, it follows that T hLTL ϕ iff
ΓT ∪ ΓhLTL  WellSorted(ϕ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ) .
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The consistency of ΓT with ΓhLTL and the uniqueness of a HyperLTL model
are the only assumptions here. In particular, the axioms of ΓT are not limited
to translated HyperLTL formulas, but they can use the full power of matching
logic. For example, ΓT can be defined as in Spec. 8.
spec EXAMPLE
Import: HLTL , NAT , PAIR
Symbol: a, b, c
Axiom:
(TraceT) JTraceK = pair (a ∨ b ∨ c) zero
(TrSufT) JTrSuf K = pair (a ∨ b ∨ c)(JNatK)
(redT) red = (pair b zero)∨
pair c (µX. zero ∨ succ (succX))
endspec
Spec. 8: A specification of the example HyperLTL model T .
We conjecture that in this way, one could model-check Kripke structures
against a HyperLTL specification: we could define a generator theory Γgen that
generates a set of traces from a Kripke structure. The generator theory would
need to have the property that for any theory ΓKS that uniquely represents a
Kripke structure, the theory ΓKS ∪ Γgen ∪ ΓhLTL is consistent and all its models
represent the same HyperLTL model. We leave the development of Γgen as a
future work.
6.3 Formal Reasoning for HyperLTL
As noted in Section 2, matching logic has a proof system that is sound for all
theories. Therefore, we obtain a formal reasoning system for HyperLTL for free:
one can show the validity of the matching logic pattern
WellSorted(ϕ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ)
in the respective theory (ΓhLTL, or ΓT ∪ΓhLTL, or ΓKS ∪Γgen ∪ΓhLTL, depending
whether the goals is to validity-check or model-check) by constructing a formal
proof in the proof system. We leave the completeness of the proof system in
these theories for future work.
7 Related Work
The semantic equivalence theorem for LTL (Theorem 22) has been already
proved in [6] for an axiomatization that is simpler then ours; however, that ax-
iomatization permits matching logic models for which no equivalent LTL model
exists, and thus does not satisfy the model equivalence theorems. Theorems 9
and 15 are therefore our new contribution.
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Both matching logic and hyperproperties are active research areas. On the
matching logic side, some work has been done on automated reasoning [8]; on
defining other logical systems inside matching logic, such as initial algebras [5],
hybrid automata [28] and type systems [7]; and on connecting matching logic
to other logical frameworks, such as rewriting logic and constrained constructor
patterns [4], and hybrid modal logic [21]. On the hyperproperties side, various
logics have been proposed, such as HyperCTL* [10], PHL (Probabilistic Hyper
Logic) [12], HyperPDL-∆ (Propositional Dynamic Logic for Hyperproperties)
[18] and HyperMTL [2]; and model checking [2, 16], runtime verification and
monitoring [14,15], and synthesis algorithms [13] have been investigated.
8 Future Work and Conclusion
We defined a matching logic theory ΓhLTL of HyperLTL and proved a semantic
equivalence theorem that enables us to check validity of a HyperLTL formula
inside matching logic, and a model equivalence theorem that allows model check-
ing HyperLTL formulas against a HyperLTL model inside matching logic. The
theory is closely related to our axiomatization ΓLTL of LTL in matching logic, for
which we proved similar results. We leave a practical application of our result
to model checking systems against HyperLTL properties in a matching logic
prover for a future work. In future, we also intend to define a matching logic
theory of HyperCTL*, a logic that is an extension of HyperLTL and CTL*, and
study Cartesian Hoare logic in matching logic.
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Lemma 23. Let M be a set and F1, F2 : P(M) → P(M) monotonic function
such that for any A ⊂M , F1(A) ⊆ F2(A). Then µF1 ⊆ µF2.
Proof. Since µF1 is the least prefixpoint of F1, it is enough to sho that µF2 is
a prefixpoint of F1; i.e., that F1(µF2) ⊆ µF2. But that holds by F1(µF2) ⊆
F2(µF2) = µF2.
Definition 24. A blacklist is a pair (BP , BN ) of sets of set variables BP , BN ⊆
SV. We say that a ML pattern ϕ respects blacklist (BP , BN ) iff no variable
VP ∈ BP occurs positively in ϕ and no variable VN ∈ BN occurs negatively in
ϕ.
Lemma 25. If ϕ respects blacklist (BP , BN ), then for any Σ-model (M, appM , {σM}σ∈Sigma)
and any M -valuation ρ, the function FM,ρϕ,V : P(M)→ P(M) defined by F
M,ρ
ϕ,V (A) =
|ϕ|M,ρ[A/V ] for any A ⊆ M is antimonotonic for any V ∈ BP and monotonic
for any V ∈ BN .
Proof. Let A1 ⊆ A2 ⊆M We will proceed by structural induction on ϕ.
• ϕ ≡ x:




• ϕ ≡ X:
– Let V ∈ BP . SinceX occurs positively inX andX respects (BN , BP ),
it follows that X 6= V . Then
FM,ρϕ,V (A1) = |X|M,ρ[A1/V ]
= ρ(X)
= |X|M,ρ[A2/V ]
= FM,ρϕ,V (A2) .
– Let V ∈ BN . Then either X 6= V , and FM,ρϕ,V (A1) = ρ(X) =
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FM,ρϕ,V (A2) as in the previous case, or X = V . Then







• ϕ ≡ ⊥ - trivial.
• ϕ ≡ σ - trivial.
• ϕ ≡ ϕ1 → ϕ2 - then ϕ2 respects (BP , BN ) and ϕ1 respects (BN , BP ).
– Let V ∈ BP . By the induction hypothesis, FM,ρϕ2,V is antimonotonic
and FM,ρϕ1,V is monotonic. Therefore,












= |ϕ1|M,ρ[A2/V ] .
Therefore,
|ϕ1|M,ρ[A1/V ] \ |ϕ2|M,ρ[A1/V ]
⊆ |ϕ1|M,ρ[A2/V ] \ |ϕ2|M,ρ[A2/V ]
and
FM,ρϕ,V (A1) = |ϕ1 → ϕ2|M,ρ[A1/V ]
= M \ (|ϕ1|M,ρ[A1/V ] \ |ϕ2|M,ρ[A1/V ])
⊇M \ (|ϕ1|M,ρ[A2/V ] \ |ϕ2|M,ρ[A2/V ])
= |ϕ1 → ϕ2|M,ρ[A2/V ]
= FM,ρϕ, V (A2) .
– Let V ∈ BN . This case is proved similarly.
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• ϕ ≡ ϕ1 ϕ2 - follows from appM being a pointwise extension.
• ϕ ≡ ∃x. ϕ′
– Let V ∈ BP . Then


















= |∃x. ϕ′|M,ρ[A1/V ]
= FM,ρϕ,V (A2)





– Let V ∈ BN . Proved similarly to the previous case.
• ϕ ≡ µX.ϕ′ - Since ϕ′ does not contain a negative occurence of X, ϕ′
respects blacklist (BP , BN ∪ {X}).
– Let V ∈ BP . We need to prove the inequality in





= FM,ρϕ,V (A2) .
(The fixpoint exists because by the induction hypothesis, the func-
tions are monotone in X.) By Lemma 23, it is enough to show that
for any B ∈ M , FM,ρ[A1/V ]ϕ′,X (B) ⊇ F
M,ρ[A2/V ]
ϕ′,X (B). If X 6= V , then
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= FM,ρ[A1/V ]ϕ′,X (B) .
On the other hand, if X = V , then
FM,ρ[A1/V ]ϕ′,X (B) = |ϕ
′|M,ρ[B/V ] = F
M,ρ[A1/V ]
ϕ′,X (B) .
– Let V ∈ BN . The proof is analogous to the previous case.
Lemma 26. For any ML formula µX.ϕ and any ML model M , the function
FM,ρϕ,X : P(M) → P(M) defined as F
M,ρ
ϕ,X (A) = |ϕ|M,ρ[A/X] for A ⊆ M is mono-
tone.
Proof. Since X has no negative occurence in ϕ, it follows that ϕ respect blacklist
(∅, {X}) and therefore by Lemma 25, FM,ρϕ,X is monotonic.
A.2 LTL
The axioms (Prev), (Inf), (NextOut), (NextPFun) and (NextInj) ensure
that ◦̄ and ◦ are interpreted as injective (partial) functions and are inversions
of each other. First, they are inversions:
Lemma 27. For any model M satisfying (Prev) and any m1,m2 ∈M ,
m2 ∈ appextM (◦̄M , {m1}) ⇐⇒ m1 ∈ appextM (◦M , {m2}) .
Proof of Lemma 27. Let ρ(x) = m1. Then m2 ∈ appextM (◦̄M , {m1}) = |◦̄x|ρ =
|∃y. y ∧ (x ∈ ◦y)|ρ (by the axiom (Prev)) = {m′ ∈M |M = |x ∈ ◦y|ρ[m′/y]} iff
M = |x ∈ ◦y|ρ[m2/y]} iff m1 ∈ appextM (◦M , {m2}).
Definition 28. Let (M, appM ( , ) , {σM}σ∈ΣLTL) be a ΓLTL-model. Let us define:
• a partial function M◦ : M ⇀ M defined by M◦(m) = m′ whenever m′ is
the unique element satisfying {m′} = appextM (◦M , {m}); and
• a (total) function M◦̄ : M →M defined by M◦̄(m) = m′, where m′ is the
unique element satisfying {m′} = appextM (◦̄M , {m})
for all m ∈M .
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Lemma 29. Definition 28 is well-formed, and M◦ and M◦̄ are injective.
Proof of Lemma 29. By standard matching logic reasoning.
1. M◦ is a partial function. Let m ∈ MTrSuf and ρ an M -valuation. Since
by the axiom (NextPFun) it holds that




|x ∈ JTrSuf K→ ∃y. y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[m′/x]
⊆ |x ∈ JTrSuf K→ ∃y. y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[m/x] ,
it follows that




|y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[m/x][m′/y] ,
and since y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y is a predicate, there must exist some
m′ ∈M such that
M = |y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[m/x][m′/y] .
But then m′ ∈MTrSuf and appextM (◦M , {m}) ⊆ {m′}.
2. M◦ is injective. Let m1,m2 ∈ MTrSuf such that M◦(m1) = M◦(m2) = m
for some m ∈ M . Let ρ be some M -valuation. Then by the axiom
(NextInj) it holds that




|x1 ∈ JTrSuf K→ ∀x2 : TrSuf .
◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6= ⊥ → x1 = x2|ρ[m′1/x1]
⊆ |x1 ∈ JTrSuf K→ ∀x2 : TrSuf .
◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6= ⊥ → x1 = x2|ρ[m1/x1] .
Since m1 ∈ JTrSuf K, it follows that
M = |∀x2 : TrSuf . ◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6= ⊥
→ x1 = x2|ρ[m1/x1] .
By the same argument,
M = |◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6= ⊥ → x1 = x2|ρ[m1/x1][m2/x2] .
Since M = |◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6= ⊥|ρ[m1/x1][m2/x2], it follows that
|x1 = x2|ρ[m1/x1][m2/x2] ;
i.e., m1 = m2.
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3. M◦̄ is a total function. Let m ∈ MTrSuf . Then by the axiom (Inf) there
exists some m′ ∈MTrSuf such that m ∈ appextM (◦M , {m′}). We will show
that appextM (◦̄M , {m}) = {m′}. Since M◦ is a partial function, it follows
that {m} = appextM (◦M , {m′}). By Lemma 27, m′ ∈ appextM (◦̄M , {m}).
Now we will show that m′ is the only member of appextM (◦̄M , {m}). Let
m′′ ∈ appextM (◦̄M , {m}). By Lemma 27, m ∈ appextM (◦M , {m′′}). Since
m ∈ JTrSuf K, from the axiom (NextOut) it follows that m′′ ∈ JTrSuf K,
and since M◦ is a partial function on JTrSuf K, we have that m = M◦(m′′).
Therefore M◦(M
′′) = M◦(m
′), and from injectivity of M◦( ) it follows that
m′′ = m′, which implies that m′ is the only member of appextM (◦̄M , {m}).
4. M◦̄( ) is injective. Let m1,m2 ∈ MTrSuf such that M◦̄(m1) = M◦̄(m2) =
m for somem ∈MTrSuf . By Lemma 27 we havem1,m2 ∈ appextM (◦M , {m}),
and since M◦ is a partial function, it follows that m1 = m2.
Proof of Lemma 7. By structural induction on ϕ:
• ϕ ≡ a where a ∈ AP - |a|M ⊆MTrSuf by the axiom (AtomicProp).
• ϕ ≡ ¬ϕ′ - |L2M(¬ϕ)|M = |JTrSuf K∧¬L2M(ϕ)|M = MTrSuf ∩|¬L2M(ϕ)|M ⊆
JTrSuf K.
• ϕ ≡ ϕ1∧ϕ2 - |L2M(ϕ1∧ϕ2)|M = |L2M(ϕ1)∧L2M(ϕ2)|M = |L2M(ϕ1)|M ∩
|L2M(ϕ2)|M ⊆MTrSuf ∩MTrSuf = MTrSuf
• ϕ ≡ ◦ϕ′ - |L2M(◦ϕ′)|M = |◦L2M(ϕ′)|M = M◦(|L2M(ϕ′)|M ) ⊆M◦(MTrSuf ) ⊆
MTrSuf , where the last inclusion is justified as follows. Letm ∈M◦(MTrSuf ).
Then there exists some m′ ∈ MTrSuf such that m ∈ appextM (◦M , {m′}).
We will show thatm ∈MTrSuf . BecauseM◦ is a partial function (Lemma 29),
it follows thatm = M◦(m
′). Sincem′ ∈MTrSuf , from the axiom (NextPFun)
it follows that m = |∃y. y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[m′/x] for any M -valuation
ρ. Let ρ be such valuation (some valuation exist, because the model M
is nonempty). Since ∃y. y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y is a predicate, there must
exists some m′′ ∈ M such that |y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[m′/x][m′′/y] = M .
Therefore, m′′ ∈ MTrSuf and ◦m′ ⊆ {m′′}, from which it follows that
{m} = ◦m′ = {m′′} ⊆MTrSuf , i.e., m ∈MTrSuf .
• ϕ ≡ ϕ1 U ϕ2 - We need to show that |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|M = |µx. ϕ2 ∨
(ϕ1◦X)|M = µF ⊆ MTrSuf , where F : P(M) → P(M) is a function
defined by F (A) = |ϕ2|M ∪ (|ϕ1|M ∩ M◦(A)). The inclusion holds be-
cause by the Knaster-Tarski theorem, µF is the least prefixpoint of F ,
and therefore it is contained in MTrSuf , which is a prefixpoint of F :
F (MTrSuf ) ⊆MTrSuf holds using the induction hypothesis.
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Definition 30. We define a model translation function Ml( ) : ModLTL →
ModML(Γ
LTL) as follows. For an LTL model, i.e., a trace τ ∈ModLTL, let the
carrier set Ml(τ) be the disjoint union of N≥1 (the set of positive natural num-
bers) and {#def,#inh,#Trace,#TrSuf,#next,#prev} (a set of six distinguished
elements). We let defMl(τ) = {#def}, inhMl(τ) = {#inh}, TraceMl(τ) =
{#Trace}, TrSufMl(τ) = {#TrSuf}, ◦Ml(τ) = {#next}, ◦̄Ml(τ) = {#prev},
and aMl(τ) = {n ∈ N≥1 | a ∈ τ [n]} for any a ∈ AP, and define the application
as follows:
1. appMl(T )(#def,m) =Ml(τ) for any m ∈Mh(τ);
2. appMl(τ)(#inh,#Trace) = {1};
3. appMl(τ)(#inh,#TrSuf) = N≥1;
4. appMl(τ)(#next, 1) = ∅;
5. appMl(τ)(#next, (n+ 1)) = {n} for all n ∈ N≥1;
6. appMl(τ)(#prev, n) = {n+ 1} for all n ∈ N≥1;
7. and appMl(τ)(a, b) = ∅ otherwise.
Proposition 31. Function Ml( ) is well-defined, i.e., Ml(τ)  ΓLTL for any
LTL model τ ∈ModLTL.
Proof of Proposition 31. We will prove the axioms one by one. Let ρ : (EV ∪
SV)→ (Ml(τ) ∪ P(Ml(τ))) be an Ml(τ)-valuation. Then:
• (Definedness) - |dxe|ρ = appMl(τ)(#def, |x|ρ) = appMl(τ)(#def, {ρ(x)}) =
appMl(τ)(#def, ρ(x)) =Ml(τ)
• (Prev) - Ml(τ) = |◦̄x = ∃y. y ∧ (x ∈ ◦y)|ρ iff |◦̄x|ρ = |∃y. y ∧ (x ∈ ◦y)|ρ,
which holds because
|◦̄x|ρ = appMl(τ)(#prev, ρ(x))
= {ρ(x) + 1}
= {ρ(x) + 1 | ρ(x) ∈ appMl(τ)(#next, ρ(x) + 1)}
= {m+ 1 | ρ(x) ∈ appMl(τ)(#next,m+ 1)}
= {m | ρ(x) ∈ appMl(τ)(#next,m)}
= |∃y. y ∧ (x ∈ ◦y)|ρ .
.
• (Trace) - |∃x. JTraceK = x|ρ ⊆ |JTraceK = x|ρ[1/x] = Ml(τ), because
| |ρ[1/x](JTraceK) = {1} and | |ρ[1/x](x) = {1}.
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• (TraceSuffix) - We want to prove that |JTrSuf K = µX. JTraceK ∨ ◦̄X|ρ =
Ml(τ). Since |JTrSuf K|ρ = N≥1, we need to show that N≥1 = µF , where
F (A) = |JTraceK|ρ ∪ |◦̄X|ρ[A/X]; i.e., N≥1 is the least fixpoint of F . First,
it is a fixpoint:
F (N≥1) = {1} ∪ |∃y.X ∈ ◦y|ρ[N≥1/X]
= {1} ∪ {m ∈Ml(τ) |
|X ∈ ◦y|ρ[N≥1/X][m/y] =M
l(τ)}
= {1} ∪ {m ∈Ml(τ) | ∃m′ ∈ N≥1.
m′ ∈ appMl(τ)(#next,m)}
= {1} ∪ {m+ 1 | m ∈ N≥1}
= N≥1 .
It is the least fixpoint. Let A = F (A). We want to show that N≥1 ⊆ A.
We will proceed by induction.
– {1} = appMl(τ)(#inh,#Trace) = |JTraceK|ρ ⊆ F (A) = A.
– Assuming n ∈ N≥1, we will show that n+ 1 ∈ A = F (A). It holds if
n+1 ∈ |◦̄X|ρ[A/X], iff n+1 ∈ ◦̄Ml(τ)(A) iff ∃m ∈ A.n+1 ∈ ◦̄Ml(τ)(m)
iff ∃m ∈ A.m ∈Ml(τ)◦(n+ 1), which holds by the construction and
choice m = n.
• (NextOut) - Ml(τ) = |◦(¬JTrSuf K) ⊆ ¬JTrSuf K|ρ iff |◦(¬JTrSuf K)|ρ ⊆
|¬JTrSuf K|ρ. But |◦(¬JTrSuf K)|ρ = appMl(τ)(#next, |¬JTrSuf K|ρ) = ∅,
since for any m ∈ |¬JTrSuf K|ρ =Ml(τ) \ N≥1, appM (#next,m) = ∅.
• (Inf) - |JTrSuf K ⊆ ◦JTrSuf K|ρ = Ml(τ), because |JTrSuf K|ρ = N≥1 ⊆
appMl(τ)(#next,N≥1) = |◦JTrSuf K|ρ: for any x ∈ N≥1, we have {x} =
appMl(τ)(#next, (x+ 1)).
• (NextPFun) - We have
|◦ : TrSuf ⇀ TrSuf |ρ




|x ∈ JTrSuf K→ ∃y. y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[m/x]
=Ml(τ) ,
because for any m ∈Ml(τ), we have
|x ∈ JTrSuf K→ ∃y. y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[m/x] =Ml(τ) ,
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because for any n ∈ N≥1,




|y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[n/x][m′/y]
=Ml(τ) .
Indeed, choose n ∈ N≥1 arbitrarily. If n = 1, then⋃
m′∈Ml(τ)
|y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[n/x][m′/y]
⊇ |y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[1/x][1/y] ,
because 1 ∈ appMl(τ)(#inh,TrSuf ) and appMl(τ)(#next, 1) = ∅ ⊆ {1}. If
n = n′ + 1 for some n ∈ N≥1, we have⋃
m′∈Ml(τ)
|y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[n/x][m′/y]
⊇ |y ∈ JTrSuf K ∧ ◦x ⊆ y|ρ[(n′+1)/x][n/y] ,
because n′ ∈ N≥1 = appMl(τ)(#inh,TrSuf ), and appMl(τ)(#next, (n′ + 1)) =
{n′} ⊆ {n′}.
• (NextInj) - |∀x1, x2 : TrSuf . ◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ x1 6= ⊥ → x1 = x2|ρ =⋂
m1∈Ml(τ) | |ρ[m1/x1](x1 ∈ JTrSuf K → ∀x2 : TrSuf . ◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6=
⊥ → x1 = x2) = Ml(τ), because for any m ∈ Ml(τ), | |ρ[m1/x1](x1 ∈
JTrSuf K → ∀x2 : TrSuf . ◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6= ⊥ → x1 = x2) = Ml(τ).
Choose m1 arbitrarily. Then either m1 6∈ N≥1, and the equality trivially
holds, or m1 ∈ N≥1, in which case we need to show that
| |ρ[m1/x1](∀x2 : TrSuf . ◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6= ⊥ → x1 = x2) =M
l(τ) .
By similar argument, we can choose m2 ∈ N≥1 arbitrarily and prove that
| |ρ[m1/x1][m2/x2](◦x1 = ◦x2 ∧ ◦x1 6= ⊥ → x1 = x2) = Ml(τ). We need
to show that m1 = m2, assuming that appMl(τ)(#next,m1) 6= ∅ and that
appMl(τ)(#next,m1) = appMl(τ)(#next,m2). But from the definition of
appMl(τ)( , ) it follows that m1 = n1 + 1, m2 = n2 + 1 and n1 = n2 for
some n1, n2 ∈ N≥1. But then m1 = m2.
• (AtomicProp) - |a ⊆ JTrSuf K|ρ =Ml(τ) by construction.
Proof of Lemma 8. We will proceed by structural induction on ϕ.
• ϕ ≡ a - τ, i LTL a iff LTL, a ∈ τ [i] (by the definition of LTL) iff i ∈Ml(τ)a
(by the construction of Ml(τ)) iff i ∈ |a|Ml(τ) (by the definition of ).
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• ϕ ≡ ¬ϕ′ - τ, i LTL ¬ϕ′ iff τ, i 6LTL ϕ′ (by the definition of LTL) iff
i 6∈ |L2M(ϕ′)|Ml(τ) (by the induction hypothesis) iff i ∈ |¬L2M(ϕ′)|Ml(τ)
(by the definition of ) iff i ∈ |¬L2M(ϕ′)|Ml(τ) ∩Ml(τ)TrSuf (because i ∈
Ml(τ)TrSuf by the construction ofMl(τ)) iff i ∈ |¬L2M(ϕ′)∧JTrSuf K|Ml(τ)
iff i ∈ |L2M(¬ϕ′)|Ml(τ) (by desugaring notations).
• ϕ ≡ ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 - τ, i LTL ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff τ, i LTL ϕ1 and τ, i LTL ϕ2 (by
the definition of LTL) iff i ∈ |L2M(ϕ1)|Ml(τ) and i ∈ |L2M(ϕ2)|Ml(τ)
(by the induction hypothesis) iff i ∈ |L2M(ϕ1)|Ml(τ) ∪ |L2M(ϕ2)|Ml(τ) iff
i ∈ |L2M(ϕ1) ∧ L2M(ϕ2)|Ml(τ) iff i ∈ |L2M(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)|Ml(τ).
• ϕ ≡ ◦ϕ′ - τ, i LTL ◦ϕ′ iff τ, i+1 LTL ϕ′ (by the definition of LTL) iff i+1 ∈
|L2M(ϕ′)|Ml(τ) (by the induction hypothesis) iff i ∈ appMl(τ)(#next, i+ 1)∧
i+1 ∈ |L2M(ϕ′)|Ml(τ) (by the definition ofMl(τ)) iff ∃j ∈ |L2M(ϕ′)|Ml(τ). i ∈
appMl(τ)(#next, j) (by the definition ofMl(τ)) iff i ∈
⋃
{appMl(τ)(#next, j) |
j ∈ |L2M(ϕ′)|Ml(τ)} iff i ∈ appMl(τ)(#next, |L2M(ϕ′)|Ml(τ)) iff i ∈ |◦L2M(ϕ′)|Ml(τ)
iff i ∈ |L2M(◦ϕ′)|Ml(τ).
• ϕ ≡ ϕ1 U ϕ2 - Since ϕ1 U ϕ2 is a notation for µX.ϕ2 ∨ (ϕ1 ∧ ◦X), in ML
we have that |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ) = µFU , where FU ( ) : P(Ml(τ)) →
P(Ml(τ)) is defined by FU (A) = |L2M(ϕ2)|Ml(τ) ∪ (|L2M(ϕ1)|Ml(τ) ∩
(appextMl(τ)({#next}, A))). Because µFU = FU (µFU ), i.e. µFU is a
fixpoint of FU , we can expand
|L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ)
= |L2M(ϕ2)|Ml(τ) ∪ (|L2M(ϕ1)|Ml(τ)
∩ (appextMl(τ)({#next}, |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ))) .
(1)
For τ, i LTL ϕ1 U ϕ2 implies i ∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ), we first prove a
stronger statement:
Claim 32. For all m,n ∈ N such that n ≤ m,
(τ,m LTL ϕ2 ∧ ∀o < n. τ,m− o− 1 LTL ϕ1)
=⇒ ∀p ≤ n. (m− p) ∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ) .
Proof. By induction on n.
– n = 0 - Assuming τ,m LTL ϕ2, by the (outer) induction hypothesis
m ∈ |L2M(ϕ2)|Ml(τ), and from (1) it follows that (m−0) ∈ |L2M(ϕ1U
ϕ2)|Ml(τ).
– n > 0 - Assuming the induction hypothesis
(τ,m LTL ϕ2 ∧ ∀o < n− 1. τ,m− o− 1 LTL ϕ1)
=⇒ ∀p ≤ n− 1. (m− p) ∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ)
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and assuming τ,m hLTL ϕ2 and ∀o < n. τ,m−o−1 LTL ϕ2 it follows
that ∀p ≤ n− 1. (m− p) ∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ). It remains to prove
the case when p = n, i.e. (m−n) ∈ |L2M(ϕ1U ϕ2)|Ml(τ). Because of
the equation (1) it is enough to prove that (m−n) ∈ |L2M(ϕ1)|Ml(τ)
and (m − n) ∈ appextMl(τ)({#next}, |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ)). For the
former, we use the outer induction hypothesis and the assumption
τ,m − (n − 1) − 1 LTL ϕ1, while the latter holds because by the
definition of appextMl(τ)( , ) and because by the (inner) induction
hypothesis, (m− (n− 1)) ∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ).
Now assume τ, i LTL ϕ1U ϕ2. By the definition of LTL, there exists j ≥ i
such that τ, j hLTL ϕ2 and for all i ≤ k < j we have τ, k hLTL ϕ1. When
in the above claim we choose m to be j, n to be j − i and p to be n, we
get i = j − (j − i) ∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ).
For the other implication, that τ, i 6LTL ϕ1 U ϕ2 implies i 6∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U
ϕ2)|Ml(τ), we first prove a stronger statement:
Claim 33. For all m,n ∈ N such that n ≤ m,
(τ,m 6LTL ϕ1 ∧ ∀o ≤ n. τ,m− o 6LTL ϕ2)
=⇒ ∀p ≤ n. (m− p) 6∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ) .
Proof. By induction on n.
– n = 0 - Assuming τ,m 6LTL ϕ1 and τ,m− 0 6LTL ϕ1, by the (outer)
induction hypothesis it holds that m 6∈ |L2M(ϕ1)|Ml(τ) and m 6∈
|ϕ2|Ml(τ). But then by (1), m 6∈ |L2M(ψ1 U ψ2)|Ml(τ).
– n > 0 - Assume τ,m 6LTL ϕ1 and ∀o ≤ n. τ,m − o 6hLTL ϕ2. From
the inner induction hypothesis it follows that ∀p ≤ n − 1. (m −
p) 6∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ). It remains to prove the case where
p = n, that (m − n) 6∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ). Since τ,m − n 6hLTL
ψ2, from the outer induction hypothesis it follows that (m − n) 6∈
|L2M(ϕ2)|Ml(τ). By (1), it is now enough to prove that (m − n) 6∈
appextMl(τ)({#next}, |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2))|Ml(τ)), which is true if (m −
(n−1)) 6∈ |L2M(ψ1U ψ2)|Ml(τ), which holds by the (inner) induction
hypothesis.
Now assume τ, i 6LTL ϕ1 U ϕ2. By definition of LTL, either there is no
j ≥ i satisfying τ, j hLTL ψ2, in which case ∅ is a fixpoint of FU , or strictly
before first such j there exists some k, i ≤ k < j satisfying τ, k 6LTL ϕ1
(and by choice of j also τ, k 6LTL ϕ2). Then we can use k and k − i as
parameters m and n of the claim above and by the choice p = k − i get
i = k − (k − i) 6∈ |L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(τ).
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Proof of Theorem 9.
τ LTL ϕ ⇐⇒ τ, 1 LTL ϕ
⇐⇒ 1 ∈ |L2M(ϕ)|Ml(τ) (by Lemma 8)
⇐⇒ Ml(τ)Trace ∈ |L2M(ϕ)|Ml(τ)
(since 1 =Ml(τ)Trace by construction)
⇐⇒ Ml(τ)  JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ) .
Lemma 34. Let M be a model of ΓLTL, and m ∈MTrSuf . A sequence m1,m2, . . .mn =
m where mi ∈M such that m1 = MTrace and mi+1 ∈M◦̄(mi) for all 1 ≤ i < n
is called an initial sequence of m. For every m there exists exactly one such
sequence, and we define a function distLTLM : MTrSuf → N≥1 by dist
LTL
M (m) = n.
Proof of Lemma 34. For existence, the axiom (TraceSuffix) enforces that
MTrSuf = µF , where F (A) = MTrace ∪M◦̄(A). Define:
ξ = {m | ∃n ∈ N≥1,∃m1, . . . ,mn.m1 = MTrace
∧mn = m ∧ ∀1 ≤ i < n.mi+1 = M◦̄(mi)}
and since F (ξ) ⊆ ξ, i.e. ξ is a prefix point of F , from the Knaster-Tarski
theorem it follows that M ⊆ ξ, i.e. for every m ∈M there exists an appropriate
sequence.
For uniqueness, let there be two such sequences, m1, . . . ,mn andm
′
1, . . . ,m
′
n′ ,
and let l be the length of their maximal common suffix, starting with mn−(l−1) =
m′n′−(l−1). Let us assume (w.l.o.g.) that n ≥ n
′. It must be true that l = n′,
because if l < n′, then by the injectivity of M◦̄ (Lemma 38) there is another com-
mon suffix starting withmn−l = m
′
m′−l, which contradicts our choice of maximal





But then M◦(mn−(l−1)) is undefined, therefore mn−(l−1) has no predecessors in
the sequence m1, . . . ,mn, and l = n = n
′, and the two sequences are identi-
cal.
Proof of Lemma 12. We want to prove that
∀n ∈ N≥1. distLTLM (JnKLTLM ) = n (2)
and that
∀m ∈MTrSuf . JdistLTLM (m)KLTLM = m. (3)
First, we will prove (2) by induction on n. For the case when n = 1, we have
J1KLTLM ⊆ JTraceK, therefore J1KLTLM is the (unique) initial sequence of J1KLTLM ,
and therefore distLTLM (J1KLTLM ) = 1. For the case when n = n
′ + 1, we as-
sume the induction hypothesis distLTLM (Jn′KLTLM ) = n
′, from which it follows
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that distLTLM (tsM (n
′)) = {n′}. By the definition of J KLTLM , we have {n′ + 1} =
M◦̄(tsM (n
′)); this element extends the initial sequence of Jn′KLTLM into the initial
sequence of Jn′+ 1KLTLM . Therefore, dist
LTL
M (Jn′+ 1KLTLM ) = dist
LTL
M (Jn′KLTLM ) + 1 =
n′+1. . Second, we will prove (3) by induction on distLTLM (m). For the case when
distLTLM (m) = 1, by the definition in Lemma 34, we have m = MTrace , we have
J1KLTLM = MTrace by definition. For the case when dist
LTL
M (m) = n + 1, by the
definition of distLTLM , there exists some m
′ ∈MTrSuf such that m ∈M◦̄(m′) and
distLTLM (m





Therefore, JdistLTLM (m)KLTLM = Jn + 1K
LTL
M = m
′′ where {m′′} = tsM (n + 1) =
M◦̄(tsM (n)) = M◦̄({m′}) = M◦̄(m′). So we have m,m′′ ∈ M◦̄(m′), and since
M◦̄( ) returns a singleton set (Lemma 29), it follows that m = m
′′ and therefore
JdistLTLM (m)KLTLM = m.
Proof of Lemma 13. By structural induction on ϕ.
• For ϕ ≡ a,
|L2M(a)|Ml(T l(M)) = |a|Ml(T l(M))
= {n ∈ N≥1 | a ∈ T l(M)[n]}
= {n ∈ N≥1 | JnKLTLM ∈Ma}
= {distLTLM (m) | m ∈Ma}
= distLTLM (Ma)
= distLTLM (|a|M )
= distLTLM (|L2M(a)|M ) ,
where the fourth equality holds for the following reason: n ∈ {n ∈ N≥1 |
JnKLTLM ∈ Ma} iff JnKLTLM ∈ Ma iff n = dist
LTL
M (JnKLTLM ) ∈ {dist
LTL(m) | m ∈
Ma}, where n = distLTLM (JnKLTLM ) by Lemma 12.
• For ϕ ≡ ¬ϕ′,
|L2M(¬ϕ′)|Ml(T l(M))
= |¬L2M(ϕ′) ∧ JTrSuf K|Ml(T l(M))
=Ml(T l(M))TrSuf \ |L2M(ϕ
′)|Ml(T l(M))
= N≥1 \ distLTLM |L2M(ϕ′)|M
= distLTLM (JN≥1KLTLM ) \ dist
LTL
M (|L2M(ϕ′)|M )
= distLTLM (JN≥1KLTLM \ |L2M(ϕ′)|M )
= distLTLM (MTrSuf \ |L2M(ϕ′)|M )
= idxLTLM ({m ∈MTrSuf | m 6∈ |L2M(ϕ′)|M})
= distLTLM (|L2M(ϕ′) ∧ JTrSuf K|M )
= distLTLM (|L2M(¬ϕ′)|M ) .
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• For ϕ ≡ ϕ1 ∧ϕ2, the result follows by simplifications and using the induc-
tion hypothesis.
• For ϕ ≡ ◦ϕ′,
|L2M(◦ϕ′)|Ml(T l(M))
= |◦L2M(ϕ′)|Ml(T l(M))
= appextMl(T l(M))({#next}, |L2M(ϕ′)|lM(T l(M)))
= appMl(T l(M))(#next,
distLTLM (|JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ′)|M ))
= distLTLM (M◦(|L2M(ϕ′)|M ))
= distLTLM (appextM (|◦|M , |L2M(ϕ′)|M ))
= distLTLM (|◦L2M(ϕ′)|M )
= distLTLM (|L2M(◦ϕ′)|M ) ,
where the fourth equality holds for the following reason:
n ∈ appMl(T l(M))(#next,
distLTLM (|JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ′)|M ))
⇐⇒ n+ 1 ∈ distLTLM (|JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ′)|M )
⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ |JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ′)|M .
n+ 1 = distLTLM (m)
⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ |JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ′)|M .
∃m′ ∈M◦(m). n+ 1 = distLTLM (m))
⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ |JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ′)|M .
∃m′ ∈M◦(m). n = distLTLM (m′))
⇐⇒ ∃m′ ∈M◦(|JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ′)|M ).
n = distLTLM (m
′)
⇐⇒ n ∈ distLTLM (M◦(|L2M(ϕ′)|M )).
• For ϕ ≡ ϕ1 U ϕ2, by definition of the U operator, we have
distLTLM (|L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|M )
= distLTLM (|µX .ϕ2 ∨ (ϕ1 ∧ ◦X)|M )
= distLTLM (µF ) ,
where
F (X) = |ϕ2|M ∪ (|ϕ1|M ∩M◦(X)) .
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We also have
|L2M(ϕ1 U ϕ2)|Ml(T l(M))
= |µX .ϕ2 ∨ (ϕ1 ∧ ◦X)|Ml(T l(M))
= µG ,
where
G(X) = |ϕ2|Ml(T l(M))
∪ (|ϕ1|Ml(T l(M)) ∩Ml(T l(M))◦(X))
= distLTLM (|ϕ2|M )∪
(distLTLM (|ϕ1|M ) ∩ dist
LTL
M (M◦(JXKM )))
= distLTLM (|ϕ2|M ∪ (|ϕ1|M ∩M◦(JXKM ))) ,
where the second equality follows from the induction hypothesis. Now we
need to show that distLTLM (µF ) = µG. First, dist
LTL
M (µF ) is a fixpoint of
G:
G(distLTLM (µF )) = dist
LTL
M (|ϕ2|M ∪ (|ϕ1|M ∩M◦(µF )))
= distLTLM (µF ) .
It is also the least fixpoint. Let A be a fixpoint of G. Then JAKM is a
fixpoint of F by
JAKM = JG(A)KM
= |ϕ2|M ∪ (|ϕ1|M ∩M◦(JAKM )))
= F (JAKM )
and from µF being the least fixpoint of F it follows that µF ⊆ JAKM , and
therefore JµF KM ⊆ A.
Proof of Lemma 14. T l(M), i LTL ϕ iff (using Lemma 8) i ∈ |L2M(ϕ)|Ml(T l(M))
iff (using Lemma 12 and Lemma 13) distLTLM (JiKLTLM ) ∈ dist
LTL
M (|L2M(ϕ)|M ) iff
(since distLTLM is injective by Lemma 12) JiKLTLM ∈ |L2M(ϕ)|M .
Proof of Theorem 15. The proof goes similarly to the proof of Theorem 9, ex-
cept that it uses Lemma 14 instead of Lemma 8.
A.3 HyperLTL
Definition 35 (HyperLTL semantics). The semantics of HyperLTL is defined
w.r.t. a nonempty set of traces T , called a HyperLTL model, a valuation
Π: V → T , and a number i ∈ N≥1, as the relation hLTL⊆ ModhLTL × (V →
T )× N≥1 ×ΦhLTL inductively defined as follows:
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• T,Π, i hLTL aπ iff a ∈ Π(π)[i];
• T,Π, i hLTL ¬ψ iff T,Π, i 6hLTL ψ;
• T,Π, i hLTL ψ1 ∨ ψ2 iff T,Π, i hLTL ψ1 or T,Π, i hLTL ψ2;
• T,Π, i hLTL ◦ψ iff T,Π, i+ 1 hLTL ψ;
• T,Π, i hLTL ψ1 U ψ2 iff there exists j ≥ i such that T,Π, j hLTL ψ2 and
for all i ≤ k < j we have T,Π, k hLTL ψ1;
• T,Π, i hLTL ∃π . ϕ iff there exists τ ∈ T such that T,Π[τ/π], i hLTL ϕ;
• T,Π, i hLTL ∀π . ϕ iff for all τ ∈ T we have T,Π[τ/π], i hLTL ϕ;
where Π[τ/π] denotes the valuation Π′ such that Π′(π) = τ and Π′(π′) = Π(π)
for all π′ 6≡ π.
A.3.1 From HyperLTL Models to ΓhLTL-models
Definition 36. Let (M, appM ( , ) , {σM}σ∈ΣLTL) be a ΣLTL-model. We define
• a function M◦( ) : M → P(M) defined by
M◦(m) = appextM (◦M , {m}) ;
• a function M◦̄( ) : M → P(M) defined by
M◦̄(m) = appextM (◦̄M , {m}) ;
• a function Mrow ( ) : M → P(M) defined by
Mrow (m) = appextM (rowM , {m}) ;
• a function Mcol( ) : M → P(M) defined by
Mcol(m) = appextM (colM , {m}) ;
• a function Msc( , ) : M ×M → P(M) defined by
Msc(m1,m2) = appextM (appextM (scM , {m1}), {m2}) ;
• a function Meq( , ) : M ×M → P(M) defined by
Meq(m1,m2) = appextM (appextM (eqM , {m1}), {m2}) ;
• a set MTrace = |JTraceK|M .
• a set MTrSuf = |JTrSuf K|M .
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When convenient, we use M◦( ), M◦̄( ), Mrow ( ), Mcol( ), Msc( , ), and Meq( , )
to mean their pointwise extensions.
Again, M◦( ) and M◦̄( ) are inversions of each other, because the axiom for
◦̄ is the same as in the LTL case.
Lemma 37. Let M be a ΣLTL-model. Then M◦( ) and M◦̄( ) are inversions of
each other, in the sense that for any m1,m2 ∈M , m1 ∈M◦(m2) if and only if
m2 ∈M◦̄(m1).
They also enjoy the same basic properties, since all the ◦-related axioms in
ΓLTL are also in ΓhLTL.
Lemma 38. Let M be a ΓhLTL-model. Then M◦( ) is an injective partial func-
tion on MTrSuf (in the sense that for any m ∈ MTrSuf , either M◦(m) = ∅ or
M◦(m) = {m′} for some m′ ∈ MTrSuf , and for any m1,m2 ∈ MTrSuf , when
M◦(m1) = M◦(m2) = {m} for some m ∈ M , then m1 = m2), and M◦̄( ) is a
total function on MTrSuf (meaning that for any m ∈ MTrSuf , M◦̄(m) = {m′}
for some m′ ∈ MTrSuf ) and is injective (M◦̄(m1) = M◦̄(m2) implies m1 = m2
for any m1,m2 ∈MTrSuf ).
Definition 39. We define a model translation function Mh : ModhLTL →
ModML(Γ
hLTL), illustrated in Fig. 5, as follows. Let T be a nonempty set of
traces, i.e., a HyperLTL model ∅ 6= T ⊆ (P(AP))ω. We define the carrier set
Mh(T ) inductively as the smallest set A such that
1. T × N≥1 ⊆ A;
2. {#def,#inh,#pair,#Trace,#TrSuf,#next,#prev,#row,#col,#sc,#eq} ⊆
A;
3. #sc (τ, n) ∈ A for any (τ, n) ∈ T × N≥1;
4. #eq (τ, n) ∈ A for any (τ, n) ∈ T × N≥1;
5. and {#pair a1, (#pair, a1, a2)} ⊆ A for any a1, a2 ∈ A
We let defMh(T ) = {#def}, inhMh(T ) = {#inh}, pairMh(T ) = {#pair}, TraceMh(T ) =
{#Trace}, TrSufMh(T ) = {#TrSuf}, ◦Mh(T ) = {#next}, ◦̄Mh(T ) = {#prev},
rowMh(T ) = {#row}, colMh(T ) = {#col}, scMh(T ) = {#sc}, eqMh(T ) =
{#eq}, and aMh(T ) = {(τ, n) |∈ N≥1, τ ∈ T, a ∈ τ [n]} for any a ∈ AP, and
define the application as follows:
1. appMh(T )(#def,m) =Mh(T ) for any m ∈Mh(T );
2. appMh(T )(#inh,#Trace) = {(τ, 1) | τ ∈ T};
3. appMh(T )(#inh,#TrSuf) = T × N≥1;
4. appMh(T )(#pair,m) = {#pair m} for any m ∈Mh(T );
5. appMh(T )(#pair m1,m2) = (#pair,m1,m2) for any m1,m2 ∈Mh(T );
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6. appMh(T )(#next, (τ, 1)) = ∅;
7. appMh(T )(#next, (τ, (n+ 1))) = {(τ, n)} for all (τ, n) ∈ T × N≥1;
8. appMh(T )(#prev, (τ, n)) = {(τ, n+ 1)} for all (τ, n) ∈ T × N≥1;
9. appMh(T )(#sc, (τ, n)) = {#sc (τ, n)} for all (τ, n) ∈ T × N≥1;
10. appMh(T )(#sc (τ1, n1), (τ2, n2)) =Mh(T ) if n1 = n2, otherwise ∅, for
all (τ1, n1), (τ2, n2) ∈ T × N≥1;
11. appMh(T )(#eq, (τ, n)) = {#eq (τ, n)} for all (τ, n) ∈ T × N≥1;
12. appMh(T )(#eq (τ1, n1), (τ2, n2)) = Mh(T ) if for all n ∈ N and for all
a ∈ AP, (τ1, n1 + n) ∈ aMh(T ) if and only if (τ2, n2 + n) ∈ aMh(T ),
otherwise ∅, for all (τ1, n1), (τ2, n2) ∈ T × N≥1;
13. appMh(T )(#col, (τ, n)) = {(τ ′, n) | τ ′ ∈ T} for all (τ, n) ∈ T × N≥1;
14. appMh(T )(#row, (τ, n)) = {(τ, n′) | n′ ∈ N≥1} for all (τ, n) ∈ T × N≥1;
15. appMh(T )((#pair, k1, v), k2) = {v} if k1 = k2, otherwise ∅.
16. and appMh(T )(a, b) = ∅ otherwise.
Definition 40. Let ρhLTLT : (V → T ) → (Var → Mh(T )) denote the func-
tion that maps a HyperLTL valuation Π: V → T to the Mh(T )-valuation
ρhLTLT (Π): Var → Mh(T ) defined as ρhLTLT (Π)(π) = (Π(π), 1) for all π ∈ V ;
ρhLTLT (Π)(x) = m for all x ∈ EV \ V , where m ∈ Mh(T ) is an arbitrary el-
ement; and ρhLTLT (Π)(x) = ∅ for all X ∈ SV. The second and third case are
present only to have a valid definition; recall that interpretation of variables
that are not free in a formula does not influence the formula’s semantics.
Definition 41. For any ΓhLTL-model M , we define the function M◦̄ : M → M
defined by M◦̄(m) = m
′, where m′ is the unique element satisfying {m′} =
appextM (◦̄M , {m}). We further define the function J KhLTLM : N≥1 → P(MTrSuf )




M ) for all n ∈ N. Intuitively,
JiKhLTLM represents the set of all elements of M at the ith column, i.e., the set of
suffixes {τ [i..] | τ is a (full) trace} (see Fig. 5).
Lemma 42. The function J KhLTLM : N≥1 → P(MTrSuf ) is well-defined, meaning
that for any i ∈ N≥1, JiKhLTLM ⊆MTrSuf .
Proof of Lemma 42. By induction on i from the fact that MTrace ⊆ MTrSuf
(because of the axiom (TraceSuffix)) and Lemma 38.
Lemma 43. JiKhLTLMh(T ) = {(τ, i) | τ ∈ T} for any HyperLTL model T .
Proof of Lemma 43. By induction on i.
Proposition 44. Function Mh is well-defined, i.e., Mh(T )  ΓhLTL for any
HyperLTL model T .
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Proof of Proposition 44. Let ρ : V →Mh(T ) be a valuation. We will prove the
axioms one by one.
• (Definedness) - |dxe|ρ = appextMh(T )({#def}, |x|ρ) = appMh(T )(#def, {ρ(x)}) =
appMh(T )(#def, ρ(x)) =Mh(T )
• (PairFunction) - Let m1,m2 ∈ Mh(T ). Then |〈x, y〉|ρ[m1/x][m2/y =
|pair x y|ρ[m1/x][m2/y] = appextMh(T )(|pair x|ρ[m1/x][m2/y],
{ρ[m1/x][m2/y](y)}) = appextMh(T )({#pair m1}, {m2}) = {(#pair,m1,m2)}
which is a singleton set.
• (PairInjective) - Follows by simple computation and by injectivity of
(meta)-tuples.
• (ProjectPair1) - Follows by simple computation.
• (ProjectPair2) - Follows by simple computation.
• (KeyValue) - If ρ(k1) = ρ(k2), then
|〈k1, v〉 k2|ρ = appMh(T )((#pair, ρ(k1), ρ(v)), ρ(k2))
= {ρ(v)}
=Mh(T ) ∩ {ρ(v)}
= |(k1 = k2) ∧ v|ρ .
Otherwise, |〈k1, v〉 k2|ρ = appMh(T )((#pair, ρ(k1), ρ(v)), ρ(k2)) = ∅ = ∅ ∩
{ρ(v)} = |(k1 = k2) ∧ v|ρ.
• (TraceSuffix) - We need to show that Mh(T )TrSuf = T × N≥1 is the
least fixpoint of the function F (A) =Mh(T )TrSuf ∪appextMh(T )({#prev}, A).
That it is a fixpoint follows from a straightforward computation, while for
the minimality we assume that A is a fixpoint of F and prove that for any
n ∈ N≥1 and τ ∈ T , (τ, n) ∈ A, by induction on n.
• (Inf) - We need to show that for any (τ1, n2) ∈ Mh(T )TrSuf there exists
some (τ2, n2) ∈Mh(T )TrSuf such that (τ1, n1) ∈ appMh(T )(#next, (τ2, n2));
but that holds by the choice (τ2, n2) = (τ1, n1 + 1).
• (NextOut) - To show that |◦(¬JTrSuf K)|ρ ⊆ |¬JTrSuf K|ρ, it is enough to
show that |◦(¬JTrSuf K)|ρ = appextMh(T )({#next},Mh(T ) \ T × N≥1) =
∅, which holds because for anym ∈Mh(T )\T×N≥1, appMh(T )(#next,m) =
∅.
• (NextPFun) - holds because appMh(T )(#next, (τ, n)) is either empty set
or a singleton set for any (τ, n) ∈ T × N≥1.
• (NextInj) - Let (τ1, n1), (τ2, n2) ∈ T × N≥1 be such that
appMh(T )(#next, (τ1, n1)) = appMh(T )(#next, (τ2, n2)) 6= ∅ .
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Then n1 = n
′
1 +1 and n2 = n
′




2 ∈ N≥1, and {(τ1, n′1)} =
appMh(T )(#next, (τ1, n
′
1 + 1)) = appMh(T )(#next, (τ2, n
′
2 + 1)) = {(τ2, n′2)}.
Therefore, (τ1, n1) = (τ1, n
′
1 + 1) = (τ2, n
′
2 + 1) = (τ2, n2).
• (Prev) - Let ρ (x) = (τ, i). Then
ρ̄ (∃y.y ∧ (x ∈ ◦y))
= {(τ ′, i′) | (τ, i)Mh(T )◦((τ
′, i′))}
= {(τ, i+ 1)}
= ρ̄ (◦̄x) .
• (AtomicProp) - follows by construction.
• (Row) - Let (τ, i) ∈ T × N≥1. We need to show that |row(x)|ρ[(τ,i)/x] =
{(τ, i′) | i′ ∈ N≥1} is the least fixpoint of the function F (A) = {(τ, i)} ∪
Mh(T )◦(A) ∪Mh(T )◦(A). It is indeed a fixpoint:
F ({(τ, i′) | i′ ∈ N≥1})
= {(τ, i)} ∪ {(τ, i′ − 1) | i′ ∈ N≥1, i′ > 1}
∪ {(τ, i′ + 1) | i′ ∈ N≥1}
= {(τ, i′) | i′ ∈ N≥1}.
It is also the least fixpoint. Let A be some fixpoint of F . We will show that
{(τ, i′) | i′ ∈ N≥1} ⊆ A, which is equivalent to ∀j ∈ N0, k ∈ N≥1. i − j ≤
k ≤ i+ j =⇒ (τ, k) ∈ F (A) = A. We will proceed by induction on j.
– For j = 0, (τ, i) ∈ F (A).
– For j > 0, we assume the induction hypothesis (IH) ∀k ∈ N≥1. i−j+
1 ≤ k ≤ i+ j − 1 =⇒ (τ, k) ∈ A, and need to show that (τ, i+ j) ∈
F (A) and if i−j > 1, then (τ, i−j) ∈ F (A). For the former, it follows
from IH that (τ, i + j − 1) ∈ A, therefore (τ, i+ j) ∈ ◦̄Mh(T ) (A),
therefore (τ, i+ j) ∈ F (A). For the latter, assuming i − j > 1 we
have (τ, i− j + 1) ∈ A, therefore (τ, i− j) ∈ Mh(T )◦(A), therefore
(τ, i− j) ∈ F (A).
• (SC) - As the axiom desugars to
∀x, y : TrSuf . sc x y =
(µ sc .∃x.∃y. 〈x, 〈y, (x ∈ JTraceK ∧ y ∈ JTraceK)∨
sc (◦x) (◦y)〉〉) x y ,
we will prove that
|µ sc.∃x. ∃y. 〈x, 〈y, (x ∈ JTraceK ∧ y ∈ JTraceK)∨
sc (◦x) (◦y)〉〉|ρ = sc′Mh(T )
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where sc′Mh(T ) = {(#pair, (τ, i), (#pair, (τ
′, i), γ)) | τ, τ ′ ∈ T, i ∈ N≥1, γ ∈
Mh(T )}, from which the desired equality directly follows. That means
proving that sc′Mh(T ) is the least fixpoint of the function F , defined as
F (A) = ∃x. ∃y. 〈x, 〈y, (x ∈ JTraceK ∧ y ∈ JTraceK)




























(#pair, α, (#pair, β,
(A (Mh(T )◦(α)) (M
h(T )◦(β))))))
= {(#pair, (τ1, 1), (#pair, (τ2, 1), γ)) |
τ1, τ2 ∈ T, γ ∈Mh(T )}
∪ {(#pair, (τ1, i1 + 1), (#pair, (τ2, i2 + 1), γ)) |
(#pair, (τ1, i1) , (#pair, (τ2, i2) , γ)) ∈ A} .
Straightforward computation yields that sc′Mh(T ) is inded a fixpoint of
F. It is also a least fixpoint: if A is a fixpoint of F , then sc′Mh(T ) ⊆ A.
Equivalently,
∀i ∈ N≥1.∀τ1, τ2 ∈ T. ∀γ ∈Mh(T ).
(#pair, (τ1, i) , (#pair, (τ2, i) , γ)) ∈ F (A) ,
which can be easily proved by induction on i.
• (Col) - Let (τ, i) ∈ T × N≥1. Then




{(τ ′, i′)} ∩Mh(T )sc((τ, i) , (τ
′, i′))
= {(τ ′, i) | τ ′ ∈ T}
=Mh(T )col((τ, i)) .
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• (EQ) - As the axiom desugars to
∀x, y : TrSuf . eq x y =
(ν eq .∃x.∃y. 〈x, 〈y, (
∧
a∈AP
x ∈ a↔ y ∈ a)
∧ eq (◦̄x)(◦̄y)〉〉) x y ,
we will prove that
|ν eq .∃x. ∃y. 〈x, 〈y, (
∧
a∈AP
x ∈ a↔ y ∈ a)
∧ eq (◦̄x)(◦̄y)〉〉|ρ = eq ′Mh(T )
where
eq′ = {(#pair,m1, (#pair,m2, γ)) | γ ∈Mh(T )∧Mh(T ) =Mh(T )eq(m1,m2)} .










((m1 ∈Mh(T ) aMh(T ))∆(m2 ∈Mh(T ) aMh(T ))))
∩ eq (◦̄Mh(T )(m1))(◦̄Mh(T )(m2))}
where by m ∈M S we mean d{m} ∩ SeM . First, F (eq′) = eq′. Consider
m1,m2,m ∈ Mh(T ). Then (#pair,m1, (#pair,m2,m)) ∈ eq ′ if and only
if there exists some (τ1, i1), (τ2, i2) ∈ T × N≥1 such that m1 = (τ1, i1),
m2 = (τ2, i2), and ∀a ∈ AP.∀n ∈ N. (τ1, i1 + n) ∈ aMh(T ) ↔ (τ2, i2 +
n) ∈ aMh(T ); if and only if ∀a ∈ AP. (τ1, i1) ∈ aMh(T ) ↔ (τ2, i2) ∈
aMh(T ) and ∀a ∈ AP.∀n ∈ N. (τ1, i1 + 1 + n) ∈ aMh(T ) ↔ (τ2, i2 +
1 + n) ∈ aMh(T ); if and only if m ∈
⋂
a∈APMh(T ) \ (((τ1, i1) ∈Mh(T )
aMh(T ))∆((τ2, i2) ∈Mh(T ) aMh(T ))) and (#pair, (τ1, i1+1), (#pair, (τ2, i2+
1),m)) ∈ eq ′, if and only if (#pair, (τ1, i2), (#pair, (τ2, i2),m)) ∈ F (eq ′).
Next we need to show it is the greatest fixpoint. Given A = F (A),
we will show that A ⊆ eq ′. Since A is a fixpoint of F , it follows that
for any m1,m2,m ∈ Mh(T ) such that (#pair,m1, (#pair,m2,m)) ∈ A
there exists some (τ1, i1), (τ2, i2) ∈ T × N≥1 such that m1 = (τ1, i1) and
m2 = (τ2, i2), because for any other element m
′ we haveMh(T )◦̄(m) = ∅;
therefore, we do not have to consider those elements when showing the in-
clusion. Now, let (τ1, i1), (τ2, i2) ∈ T ×N≥1 and m ∈Mh(T ) be such that
(#pair, (τ1, i1), (#pair, (τ2, i2),m)) 6∈ eq ′M . Then there exists some a ∈ AP
and n ∈ N such that (τ1, i1 + n) ∈ aMh(T ) 6↔ (τ2, i2 + n) ∈ aMh(T ). We
will show that ∀j. 0 ≤ j ≤ n =⇒ (#pair, (τ1, i1+n−j), (#pair, (τ2, i2+n−
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j),m)) 6∈ A, from which it follows that (#pair, (τ1, i1), (#pair, (τ2, i2),m)) 6∈
A by choosing n for j. We will proceed by induction on j.
– i = 0 - we have
⋂
a∈APMh(T )\(((τ1, i1+n) ∈Mh(T ) aMh(T ))∆((τ2, i2) ∈Mh(T )
aMh(T ))) = ∅, therefore (#pair, (τ1, i1 +n), (#pair, (τ2, i2 +n),m)) 6∈
F (A) = A.
– i > 0 - assuming (#pair, (τ1, i1 +n− (j−1)), (#pair, (τ2, i2 +n− (j−
1)),m)) 6∈ A, it follows thatm 6∈ A(◦̄Mh(T )((τ1, i1+n−j)), ◦̄Mh(T )((τ2, i2+
n − j))), and therefore (#pair, (τ1, i1 + n − j), (#pair, (τ2, i2 + n −
j),m)) 6∈ F (A) = A.
• (Set) - Let τ1, τ2 ∈ T . Assuming |eq x y|ρ[(τ1,1)/x][(τ2,1)/y] 6= ∅, we
prove that |x = y|ρ[(τ1,1)/x][(τ2,1)/y] = Mh(T ); i.e., that τ1 = τ2. From
Mh(T )eq((τ1, 0), (τ2, 0)) =Mh(T ) we have that for all a ∈ AP and for all
n ∈ N≥1, a ∈ τ1[n] iff (τ1, n) ∈ aMh(T ) iff (τ2, n) ∈ aMh(T ) iff a ∈ τ2[n].
Therefore τ1 = τ2.
Lemma 45. Let T be a HyperLTL model. Then for any T -valuation Π, the
Mh(T )-valuation ρhLTLT (Π) is well-sorted. Moreover, for any well-sortedMh(T )-
valuation ρ there exists a HyperLTL T -valuation Π′ such that for any HyperLTL
formula ϕ, |H2M(ϕ)|ρ = |H2M(ϕ)|ρhLTLT (Π′).
Proof of Lemma 45. The first part follows directly by the construction of ρhLTLT (Π).
For the second part, from ρ being well-sorted follows that ρ(π) ∈ T × N≥1 for
any π ∈ V . We define Π′(π) = τ whenever ρ(π) = (τ, n). Then for any π ∈ V ,
ρhLTLT (π) = ρ(π), and since fv(H2M(ϕ)) ⊆ V , it follows by Lemma ??, that
|H2M(ϕ)|ρ = |H2M(ϕ)|ρhLTLT (Π′).
Lemma 46. In any ΓhLTL-model M , the ΣhLTL pattern representing a HyperLTL
formula ϕ matches only trace suffixes: for any well-sorted valuation ρ : Var→
M , |H2M(ϕ)|ρ ⊆MTrSuf .
Proof of Lemma 46. By structural induction on ϕ. The inductive cases are sim-
ilar to the proof of Lemma 7, except the cases for quantifier, which easily follow
from the induction hypothesis and Lemma 45. It remains to prove the base case.
Since aπ desugars to col(a∧ row(π)), we need to show that |col(a ∧ row(π))|ρ ⊆
MTrSuf . Because of the “set comprehension” structure of the axiom (Col),
Mcol(A) ⊆ MTrSuf whenever A ⊆ MTrSuf . But a ∧ rowπ ⊆ MTrSuf whenever
a ⊆MTrSuf , which follows by the axiom (AtomicProp).
Proof of Lemma 17. Since T is nonempty, also JiKhLTLMh(T ) is nonempty; therefore,
JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ϕ)|ρhLTLT (Π) implies JiK
hLTL
Mh(T ) ∩ |H2M(ϕ)|ρhLTLT (Π) 6= ∅. For this
reason it is sufficient to prove just two implications: that T,Π, i hLTL ϕ implies
JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ϕ)|ρhLTLT (Π) and that JiK
hLTL
Mh(T ) ∩ |H2M(ϕ)|ρhLTLT (Π) 6= ∅ implies
T,Π, i hLTL ϕ. We will proceed by structural induction on ϕ.
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• ϕ ≡ aπ - Assuming T,Π, i hLTL aπ, we prove JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |aπ|ρhLTLT (Π).
We know that a ∈ Π(π)(i). Therefore, {(Π(π), i)} ⊆ {(Π(π), i′) | a ∈
Π(π)(i′), i′ ∈ N}. Therefore,
|aπ|ρhLTLT (Π) = |col(a ∧ row(π))|ρhLTLT (Π)
= colMh(T )(aMh(T ) ∩ rowMh(T )(Π(π)))
= colMh(T )({(Π(π), i′) | a ∈ Π(π)(i′), i′ ∈ N})
⊇ colMh(T )({(Π(π), i)})
= JiKhLTLMh(T ) .
For the other implication, assume JiKhLTLMh(T ) ∩ |aπ|ρhLTLT (Π) 6= ∅. Then there
exists some τ ∈ T such that (τ, i) ∈ |aπ|ρhLTLT (Π) = {(τ
′, i′) | τ ′ ∈ T, i′ ∈
N, a ∈ Π(π)(i′)}. But then a ∈ Π(π)(i), and T,Π, i  aπ.
• ϕ ≡ ¬ϕ′ - Assume T,Π, i hLTL ¬ϕ′. Then T,Π, i 6hLTL ϕ′, and from the
induction hypothesis JiKhLTLMh(T ) ∩ |H2M(ϕ
′)|ρhLTLT (Π) = ∅. Since JiK
hLTL
Mh(T ) ⊆
MTrSuf ⊆ M (Lemma 42), also JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ M
h(T )TrSuf ∩ (Mh(T ) \
|H2M(ϕ′)|ρhLTLT (Π)) = |JTrSuf K ∧ ¬H2M(ϕ
′)|ρhLTLT (Π). For the second impli-
cation, let there be some τ ∈ T such that (τ, i) ∈ |JTrSuf K ∧ ¬ϕ′|ρhLTLT (Π) =
Mh(T )TrSuf ∩(Mh(T )\|WellSorted(ϕ′)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ′)|ρhLTLT (Π)). Then
(τ, i) 6∈ |WellSorted(ϕ′)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ′)|ρhLTLT (Π), therefore JiK
hLTL
Mh(T ) 6⊆
|WellSorted(ϕ′)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ′)|ρhLTLT (Π), and from the induction hy-
pothesis T,Π, i 6hLTL ϕ′. Therefore, T,Π, i hLTL ¬ϕ′.
• ϕ ≡ ψ1 ∨ ψ2 - If T,Π, i hLTL ψ1 ∨ ψ2, then T,Π, i hLTL ψj for some j ∈
{1, 2}. But the from the induction hypothesis, JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |ψj |ρhLTLT (Π) ⊆
|ψ1|ρhLTLT (Π) ∪ |ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π) = |ψ1 ∨ ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π). On the other hand, if (τ, i) ∈
JiKhLTLMh(T )∩|ψ1 ∨ ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π) ⊆ |ψ1|ρhLTLT (Π)∪|ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π) for some τ ∈ T , then
(τ, i) ∈ JiKhLTLMh(T )∩|ψj |ρhLTLT (Π) for some j ∈ {1, 2}. Then from the induction
hypothesis T,Π, i hLTL ψj , therefore T,Π, i hLTL ψ1 ∨ ψ2.
• ϕ ≡ ◦ψ - If T,Π, i hLTL ◦ψ, then T,Π, i+ 1 hLTL ψ, and by the induction
hypothesis, Ji + 1KhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π). By Lemma 43, {(τ, i + 1) |
τ ∈ T} ⊆ |H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π), and by the construction of M
h(T ), {(τ, i) |
τ ∈ T} ⊆ appextMh(T )({#next}, |H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π)) = |◦H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π).
Therefore by Lemma 43, JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |◦H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π).
For the other implication, we use Lemma 46 and let (τ, i) ∈ |◦H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π) =
appextMh(T )({#next}, |H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π)). By the construction of M
h(T ),
we have (i+1, τ) ∈ |H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π), by the induction hypothesis T,Π, i+
1 hLTL ψ, and T,Π, i hLTL ◦ψ by the definition of hLTL.
• ϕ ≡ ψ1Uψ2 - Since ψ1Uψ2 is an alias for µX.ψ2∨(ψ1∧◦X), in ML we have
that |ψ1 U ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π) = µFU , where FU (A) = |ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π) ∪ (|ψ1|ρhLTLT (Π) ∩
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Mh(T )◦(A)). Because µFU = FU (µFU ), i.e. µFU is a fixpoint of FU , we
can expand
|ψ1 U ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π) = |ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π)∪
(|ψ1|ρhLTLT (Π) ∩M
h(T )◦(|ψ1 U ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π)) .
(4)
For T,Π, i hLTL ψ1Uψ2 implies JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π),
we first prove a stronger statement:
Claim 47. For all m,n ∈ N≥1 such that n ≤ m,
(T,Π,m hLTL ψ2 ∧ ∀o ∈ N. o < n =⇒
T,Π,m− o− 1 hLTL ψ1) =⇒
∀p ∈ N. p ≤ n =⇒
Jm− pKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π) .
Proof. By induction on n.
– n = 1 - Assuming T,Π,m hLTL ψ2, by the (outer) induction hy-
pothesis JmKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π), and from (4) it follows that
Jm− 0KhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π).
– n > 1 - Assuming the induction hypothesis
(T,Π,m hLTL ψ2 ∧ ∀o ∈ N. o < n− 1 =⇒
T,Π,m− o− 1 hLTL ψ1) =⇒
∀p ∈ N. p ≤ n =⇒
Jm− pKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π)
and assuming T,Π,m hLTL ψ2 and ∀o ∈ N. o < n =⇒ T,Π,m− o−
1 hLTL ψ2 it follows that ∀p ∈ N. p ≤ n =⇒ Jm − pKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆
|ψ1 U ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π). It remains to prove the case when p = n, i.e.
Jm − nKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |ψ1 U ψ2|ρhLTLT (Π). Because of the equation (4) it
is enough to prove that Jm− nKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ψ1)|ρhLTLT (Π) and Jm−
nKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ M
h(T )◦(|H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π)). For the former,
we use the outer induction hypothesis and the assumption T,Π,m−
(n − 1) − 1 hLTL ψ1, while the latter holds because by the defini-
tion of Mh(T )◦( ) and because by the (inner) induction hypothesis,
Jm− (n− 1)KhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π).
Now assume T,Π, i hLTL ψ1 U ψ2. By the definition of hLTL, there exists
j ≥ i such that T,Π, j hLTL ψ2 and for all i ≤ k < j we have T,Π, k hLTL
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ψ1. When in the above claim we choose m to be j, n to be j−i and p to be
n, we get JiKhLTLMh(T ) = Jj − (j − i)K
hLTL
Mh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π).
For T,Π, i 6hLTL ψ1Uψ2 implies JiKhLTLMh(T )∩|H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π) =
∅, we first prove a stronger statement:
Claim 48. For all m,n ∈ N≥1 such that n ≤ m,
(T,Π,m 6hLTL ψ1 ∧ ∀o ∈ N. o ≤ n =⇒
T,Π,m− o 6hLTL ψ2) =⇒
∀p ∈ N. p ≤ n =⇒
Jm− pKhLTLMh(T ) ∩ |H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π) = ∅ .
Proof. By induction on n.
– n = 1 - Assuming T,Π,m 6hLTL ψ1 and T,Π,m − 0 6hLTL ψ1, by
the (outer) induction hypothesis it holds that |H2M(ψ1)|ρhLTLT (Π) ∩
JmKhLTLMh(T ) = ∅ and |H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π) ∩ JmK
hLTL
Mh(T ) = ∅. But then by
(4), ∅ = |H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π) ∩ JmK
hLTL
Mh(T ).
– n > 1 - Assume T,Π,m 6hLTL ψ1 and ∀o ∈ N. o ≤ n =⇒ T,Π,m −
o 6hLTL ψ2. From the inner induction hypothesis it follows that ∀p ∈
N. p ≤ n− 1 =⇒ Jm− pKhLTLMh(T ) ∩ |H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π) = ∅.
It remains to prove the case where p = n, that Jm − nKhLTLMh(T ) ∩
|H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π) = ∅. Since T,Π,m − n 6hLTL ψ2, from
the outer induction hypothesis it follows that
Jm− nKhLTLMh(T ) ∩ |H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π) = ∅ .
By (4), it is now enough to prove that
Jm− nKhLTLMh(T ) ∩M
h(T )◦(|H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π)) = ∅ ,
which is true if Jm−(n−1)KhLTLMh(T )∩|H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π) = ∅,
which holds by the (inner) induction hypothesis.
Now assume T,Π, i 6hLTL ψ1 U ψ2. By definition of hLTL, either there is
no j ≥ i satisfying T,Π, j hLTL ψ2, in which case ∅ is a fixpoint of FU ,
or strictly before first such j there exists some k, i ≤ k < j satisfying
T,Π, k 6hLTL ψ1 (and by choice of j also T,Π, k 6hLTL ψ2). Then we can
use k and k − i as parameters m and n of the claim above and by the
choice p = k− i get Jk− (k− i)KhLTLMh(T )∩|H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρhLTLT (Π) = ∅.
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• ϕ ≡ ∃π.ϕ′ - Assume T,Π, i hLTL ∃π. ψ. Then there exists some t ∈ T
such that T,Π[τ/π], i hLTL ψ. By the induction hypothesis, JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆
|H2M(ψ)|ρΠ[τ/π] , and since ρΠ[τ/π] = ρhLTLT (Π)[(τ, 0)/π], also JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆
|H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π)[(τ,0)/π]. Because (τ, 0) ∈M
h(T )Trace , it holds thatMh(T ) =
|π ∈ JTraceK|ρhLTLT (Π)[(τ,0)/π], therefore
JiKhLTLMh(T )




|(π ∈ JTraceK) ∧ H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π)[m/π]
= |∃π : Trace.H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π) .
For the other implication, assume (τ, i) ∈ |∃π : Trace.H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π) for
some τ ∈ T . Then there must exist some (τ ′, i′) ∈ MTrSuf (T ) such that
(τ, i) ∈ |(π ∈ JTraceK) ∧ H2M(ψ)|ρhLTLT (Π)[(τ ′,i′)/π]. Since
(τ, i) ∈ |π ∈ JTraceK|ρhLTLT (Π)[(τ ′,i′)/π] ,
it follows that i′ = 0, and therefore ρhLTLT (Π)[(τ
′, i′)/π] = ρΠ[τ ′/π]. Then
(τ, i) ∈ |H2M(ψ)|ρΠ[τ′/π] , and from the induction hypothesis, T,Π[τ
′/π], i hLTL
ψ. But then T,Π, i hLTL ∃π. ψ.
• ϕ ≡ ∀π.ϕ′ - Assume T,Π, i hLTL ∀π. ϕ′. Then for all τ ∈ T it holds
that T,Π[τ/π], i hLTL ϕ′, and by the induction hypothesis, JiKhLTLMh(T ) ⊆
|H2M(ψ′)|ρΠ[τ/π] = |H2M(ψ′)|ρhLTLT (Π)[(τ,0)/π]. Since for allm 6∈ M
h(T )Trace ,
|(π ∈ JTraceK)→ ϕ′|ρhLTLT (Π)[m/π] =M




|(π ∈ JTraceK)→ ϕ′|ρhLTLT (Π)[m/π]
= |∀π : Trace.H2M(ϕ′)|ρhLTLT (Π)
For the other implication, let (τ, i) ∈ |∀π : Trace.H2M(ϕ′)|ρhLTLT (Π). There-
fore for all (τ ′, i′) ∈Mh(T )TrSuf ,
(τ, i) ∈ |(π ∈ JTraceK)→ H2M(ϕ′)|ρhLTLT (Π)[(τ ′,i′)/π] .
Specifically, (τ, i) ∈ |H2M(ϕ′)|ρhLTLT (Π)[(τ ′,0)/π] = |H2M(ϕ
′)|ρΠ[τ′/π] for all
τ ′ ∈ T , and by the induction hypothesis, T,Π[τ ′/π], i hLTL ϕ′. Therefore,
T,Π, i hLTL ∀π. ϕ′.
Proof of Theorem 2. T hLTL ϕ iff for any valuation Π : V → T holds that
T,Π, 1 hLTL ϕ (by definition), iff for any valuation Π : V → T holds that
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J1KhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ϕ)|ρhLTLT (Π) (by Lemma 17), iff for any well-sorted M
h(T )-
valuation ρ,
J1KhLTLMh(T ) ⊆ |H2M(ϕ)|ρ (using Lemma 45 ), iff for any well-sorted M
h(T )-
valuation ρ, Mh(T ) = |JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ)|ρ (since Mh(T )Trace = J1KhLTLMh(T )),
iff for any Mh(T )-valuation ρ, Mh(T ) = |χH2M(ϕ) → JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ)|ρ, iff
Mh(T )  WellSorted(ϕ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ) .
A.3.2 From ΓhLTL-Models to HyperLTL models
Lemma 49. Let M be a model of ΓhLTL, and m ∈ MTrSuf . A sequence
m1,m2, . . .mn = m where mi ∈M such that m1 ∈MTrace and mi+1 ∈M◦̄(mi)
for all 1 ≤ i < n is called an initial sequence of m. For every m there exists
exactly one such sequence; we define a function disthLTLM : MTrSuf → N≥1 by
disthLTLM (m) = n and a function full
hLTL




Proof of Lemma 49. For existence, the axiom (TraceSuffix) enforces that
MTrSuf = µF , where F (A) = MTrace ∪M◦̄(A). Define:
ξ = {m |∃n ∈ N≥1,∃m1, . . . ,mn.m1 = MTrace ∧mn = m
∧ ∀1 ≤ i < n.mi+1 ∈M◦̄(mi)}
and since F (ξ) ⊆ ξ, i.e. ξ is a prefix point of F , from the Knaster-Tarski
theorem it follows that MTrSuf ⊆ ξ, i.e. for every m ∈ MTrSuf there exists an
appropriate sequence.
For uniqueness, let there be two such sequences, m1, . . . ,mn andm
′
1, . . . ,m
′
n′ ,
and let l be the length of their maximal common suffix, starting with mn−(l−1) =
m′n′−(l−1). Let us assume (w.l.o.g.) that n ≥ n
′. It must be true that l = n′, be-
cause if l < n′, then by the injectivity ofM◦̄( ) (Lemma 38) there is another com-
mon suffix starting withmn−l = m
′
m′−l, which contradicts our choice of maximal





But then M◦(mn−(l−1)) = ∅, therefore mn−(l−1) has no predecessors in the se-
quence m1, . . . ,mn, and l = n = n
′, and the two sequences are identical.
Lemma 50. For every model M , element m ∈M and natural number i ∈ N0,
the following holds:
1. get(fullhLTLM (m), dist
hLTL
M (m)) = m
2. fullhLTLM (get(m, i)) = full
hLTL
M (m)
3. disthLTLM (get(m, i)) = i+ dist
hLTL
M (m)
Proof. (1) is proved by induction to the length of the initial sequence of m, (2)
and (3) follows from the fact that the initial sequence of get(m, i) is an extension
of the initial sequence of m.
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Lemma 51. For any M ∈ ModML(ΓhLTL), the function βM is bijective, and
thus its inverse β−1M exists.
Proof of Lemma 51. First we prove injectivity. Let βM (m1) = βM (m2). There-
fore disthLTLM (m1) = dist
hLTL
M (m2) and τ(full
hLTL
M (m1)) = τ(full
hLTL
M (m2)). There-
fore for all a ∈ AP and i ∈ N, get(fullhLTLM (m1), i) ∈ aM iff get(full
hLTL
M (m2), i) ∈




M (m2)) = M . Since full
hLTL
M (m1)
and fullhLTLM (m2) are members of MTrace , from the axiom (Set) it follows that
fullhLTLM (m1) = full
hLTL










For surjectivity, consider some (τ, i) ∈ T h(M) × N . Then there exists some
m ∈MTrace such that τ = τ(m). Using Lemma 50,
βM (get(m, i)) = (τ(full
hLTL
M (get(m, i))), dist
hLTL
M (get(m, i)))




= (τ, i) .
Proof of Lemma ??.
ρhLTLT (Π(ρ))(π) = (Π(ρ)(π), 1)
= (τ(fullhLTLM (ρ(π))), 1)
= (τ(ρ(π)), 1)
= ρ(π) .
Lemma 52. For any T ∈ ModhLTL, any T -valuation Π : V → T , and any
π ∈ V , Π(ρhLTLT (Π))(π) = Π(π)
Proof of Lemma 52.







= {(n, a) | get(ρhLTLT (Π)(π), n) ∈ aMh(T )}
= {(n, a) | (Π(π), n) ∈ aMh(T )}
= {(n, a) | a ∈ Π(π)(n)}
= Π(π) .
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Lemma 53. ρΠ(ρ)(π) = βM (ρ(π)) for all well-sorted valuations ρ and variables
π ∈ V .
Proof.
ρΠ(ρ)(π) = (Π(ρ)(π), 1)
= (τ(fullhLTLM (ρ(π))), 1)




Lemma 54. For any ΓhLTL-model M , for every trace suffix m ∈ MTrSuf , and
every pair (τ, l) ∈ T × N≥1,
1. βM (M◦(m)) =Mh(T h(M))◦(βM (m)),
2. βM (M◦̄(m)) =Mh(T h(M))◦̄(βM (m)),
3. M◦(β
−1
M ((τ, l))) = β
−1
M (Mh(T h(M))◦((t, l))), and
4. M◦̄(β
−1
M (τ, l)) = β
−1
M (Mh(T h(M))◦̄((t, l))) .
Proof. For (1), if m ∈ MTrace , then by the Lemma 49 there does not exists
any m′ ∈M such that m ∈M◦̄(m′), and therefore by the relationship between
M◦( ) and M◦̄( ) it follows that M◦(m) = ∅, therefore βM (M◦(m)) = ∅. Also,
βM (m) = (full(m), 1), therefore Mh(T h(M))◦(βM (m)) = ∅. On the other
hand, if m 6∈ MTrace , then from the Lemma 49 and the relationship between
M◦( ) and M◦̄( ) it follows that dist(m) > 0 and that there exists one m
′ ∈
M◦(m). Then
βM (M◦(m)) = βM ({m′})
= (full(m′), dist(m′))
= (full(m), dist(m)− 1)
=Mh(T h(M))◦((full(m), dist(m)))
=Mh(T h(M))◦(βM (m)) .
For (2),
βM (M◦̄(m)) = (full(M◦̄(m)), dist(M◦̄(m)))
= (full(m), dist(m) + 1)
= ◦̄Mh(T h(M))((full(m), dist(m)))
= ◦̄Mh(T h(M))(βM (m)) .
For (3), it follows from (1) that
βM (M◦(β
−1




=Mh(T h(M))◦((τ, l)) ,
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from which it follows that
M◦(β
−1






h(T h(M))◦((τ, l))) .
Point (4) follows from (2) in a similar way.
Lemma 55. For any ΓhLTL-model M and any m ∈MTrSuf it holds that rowM (m) =
β−1M (rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))).
Proof. BecauseMh(T h(M)) satisfies (Row), we may assume that rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))
is the least fixpoint of the functionGβM (m)(X) = {βM (m)}∪Mh(T h(M))◦(X)∪
◦̄Mh(T h(M))(X). Since M also satisfies the axiom (Row), we need to show
that β−1M (rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))) is the least fixpoint of the function Fm(X) =
{m} ∪ ◦MX ∪M◦̄(X). We first show it is a fixpoint:
Fm(β
−1
M (rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))))
= {m} ∪M◦(β−1M (rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))))
∪M◦̄(β−1M (rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))))
= {m} ∪ β−1M (M
h(T h(M))◦(rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))))
∪ β−1M (◦̄Mh(T h(M))(rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))))
= β−1M ({βM (m)} ∪ ◦Mh(T h(M))(rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m)))
∪ ◦̄Mh(T h(M))(rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))))
= β−1M (rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))) ,
where the second equality holds by Lemma 54 and the last equality by rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))
being a fixpoint of GβM (m). It is also the least fixpoint. Let A be a fixpoint of
Fm. Then βM (A) is a fixpoint of GβM (m), since
GβM (m)(βM (A)) = {βM (m)} ∪M
h(T h(M))◦(βM (A))
∪ ◦̄Mh(T h(M))(βM (A))
= {βM (m)} ∪ βM (M◦(A)) ∪ βM (M◦̄(A))
= βM ({m} ∪M◦(A) ∪M◦̄(A))
= βM (Fm(A)) .
= βM (A) .
Since rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m)) is the least fixpoint of GβM (m), it follows that
rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m)) ⊆ βM (A), and therefore β−1M (rowMh(T h(M))(βM (m))) ⊆
A.
Lemma 56. For any ΓhLTL-model M and any m1,m2 ∈MTrSuf it holds that
scM (m1,m2) = β
−1
M (scMh(T h(M))(βM (m1), βM (m2))).
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Proof. For notational simplicity, we write 〈m1,m2,m3〉 for (#pair,m1, (#pair,m2,m3)),
M ′ for Mh(T h(M)), and X(M,m1,m2) for {m | 〈m1,m2,m〉 ∈ X} whenever
X is a set and m1,m2 ∈ M . We use the same syntax, X(M,M1,M2) to mean
the pointwise extension,
⋃
m1∈M1,m2∈M2 X(M,m1,m2), whenever M1,M2 ⊆M .
Since both M and M ′ satisfy the axiom (SC), it follows that Msc(m1,m2) =
(µF )(m1,m2) and M
′




{〈m1,m2, γ〉 | γ ∈M∧




{〈m1,m2, γ)) | γ ∈M ′∧
(m1,m2 ∈M ′Trace ∨ γ ∈ sc(M,M ′◦(m1)M ′◦(m2))} .
We will prove that µG = X, where
X = βM (µF ) = {(〈βM (a), βM (b), βM (c)〉 | 〈a, b, c〉 ∈ µF} ,
from which it follows that
M ′sc(βM (m1), βM (m2))
= {βM (c) | 〈βM (m1), βM (m2), βM (c)〉 ∈ µG}
= {βM (c) | 〈m1,m2, c〉 ∈ µF}
= βM ({c | 〈m1,m2, c〉 ∈ µF})
= βM (Msc(m1,m2)) .
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{〈p, q, γ〉 | γ ∈M ′
∧ (p, q ∈M ′Trace




{〈βM (p), βM (q), γ〉 | γ ∈M ′
∧ (βM (p), βM (q) ∈M ′Trace




{〈βM (p), βM (q), γ〉 | γ ∈M ′
∧ (p, q ∈MTrace∨




{〈βM (p), βM (q), γ〉 | γ ∈M ′∧
(p, q ∈MTrace∨




〈βM (p), βM (q), r〉 | p, q ∈MTrace




{〈βM (p), βM (q), r〉 | p, q ∈MTrace
∨ 〈M◦(p),M◦(q), β−1M (r)〉 ∈ µF}
= {〈βM (p), βM (q), r〉 | 〈p, q, β−1M (r)〉 ∈ F (µF )}
= {〈βM (p), βM (q), βM (r)〉 | 〈p, q, r〉 ∈ µF}
= X .
Now we show that X is the least fixpoint of G. Let A be a fixpoint of G, i.e.,
A = G(A). We want to show that X ⊆ A. It is enough to show that µF =
β−1M (X) ⊆ β
−1
M (A), which follows from β
−1
M (A) being a fixpoint of F , which
we prove as follows. We need to show that F (β−1M (A)) = β
−1
M (G(A)). After
expansion of F and G and simplification of the second term as in previous part,
is remains to be shown that for all p, q ∈M , β−1M (A(βM (M◦(p)), βM (M◦(q)))) =
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(β−1M (A))(M◦(p),M◦(q)), which holds by
β−1M (A(βM (M◦(p)), βM (M◦(q))))
= β−1M ({r | 〈βM (M◦(p)), βM (M◦(q)), r〉 ∈ A})
= {r | 〈βM (M◦(p)), βM (M◦(q)), βM (r)〉 ∈ A}
= {r | 〈M◦(p),M◦(q), r〉 ∈ β−1M (A)}
= (β−1M (A))(M◦(p),M◦(q)) .
Lemma 57. For any ΓhLTL-model M and any m ∈MTrSuf it holds that colM (m) =
β−1M (colMh(T h(M))(βM (m))).


















({m′} ∩ scM (βM (m),m′)))
= colMh(T h(M))(βM (m)) .
Lemma 58. For any ΓhLTL-model M and any a ∈ AP, aMh(T h(M)) = βM (aM ).
Proof. From the definitions, we have βM (aM ) = {(τ(full(m)), dist(m)) | m ∈
aM} and aMh(T h(M)) = {(τ(m), i) | m ∈ MTrace ∧ get(m, i) ∈ aM}. If
(τ(m), i) ∈ aMh(T h(M)), we have m ∈MTrace and get(m, i) ∈ aM , and therefore
(τ(full(get(m, i))), idx(get(m, i))) = (τ(m), i) ∈ βM (aM ) ,
where the equality holds by Lemma 50. On the other hand, if (τ(full(m)), dist(m)) ∈
βM (aM ), we have get(full(m), dist(m)) = m ∈ aM and therefore (τ(full(m)), dist(m)) ∈
aMh(T h(M)).
Lemma 59. ρΠ(ρ[m/π])(π
′) = (ρΠ(ρ))[βM (m)/π](π
′) for any model M , well-
sorted valuation ρ : V →M , variable π ∈ V and a trace m ∈MTrace .
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Proof. If π = π′, then
ρΠ(ρ[m/π])(π







If π 6= π′, then
ρΠ(ρ[m/π])(π








Lemma 60. βM (initM ) = initMh(T h(M)) for all Γ
hLTL-models M.
Proof.
βM (initM ) = {(τ(full(m)), dist(m)) | m ∈MTrace}
= {(τ(m), 0) | m ∈MTrace}
= {(τ, 0) | τ ∈ T h(M)}
=Mh(T h(M))Trace
Proof of Lemma 20. By structural induction on ϕ.
• ϕ ≡ aπ - By Lemma 57, Lemma 58, Lemma 55 and Lemma 53,
βM (|aπ|ρ) = βM (|col(a ∧ row(π))|ρ)
= βM (colM (aM ∩ rowM ({ρ(π)})))
= colMh(T h(M))(βM (aM )∩
βM (rowM ({ρ(π)})))
= colMh(T h(M))(aMh(T h(M))∩
rowMh(T h(M))(βM ({ρ(π)})))
= colMh(T h(M))(aMh(T h(M))∩
rowMh(T h(M))({ρΠ(ρ)(π)}))
= |col(a ∧ row(π))|ρΠ(ρ)
= |aπ|ρΠ(ρ) .
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• ϕ ≡ ¬ψ - Follows from the induction hypothesis and bijectivity of βM .
• ϕ ≡ ψ1 ∨ ψ2 - Follows from the induction hypothesis.
• ϕ ≡ ◦ψ -
|H2M(◦ψ)|Mh(T h(M))
= |◦H2M(ψ)|Mh(T h(M))
= appextMh(T h(M))({#next}, |H2M(ψ)|hM(T h(M)))
= appextMh(T h(M))({#next},
βM (|WellSorted(ψ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ψ)|M ))
= βM (M◦(|H2M(ψ)|M ))
= βM (appextM (|◦|M , |H2M(ψ)|M ))
= βM (|◦H2M(ψ)|M )
= βM (|H2M(◦ψ)|M ) ,
where the fourth equality holds for the following reason (recall that trans-
lated HyperLTL formulas evaluate to trace suffixes):
(τ, n) ∈ appextMh(T h(M))({#next},
βM (|WellSorted(ψ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ψ)|M ))
⇐⇒ (τ, n+ 1) ∈ βM (
|WellSorted(ψ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ψ)|M )
⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ |WellSorted(ψ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ψ)|M .
(τ, n+ 1) = βM (m)
⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ |WellSorted(ψ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ψ)|M .
∃m′ ∈M◦(m). (τ, n+ 1) = βM (m))
⇐⇒ ∃m ∈ |WellSorted(ψ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ψ)|M .
∃m′ ∈M◦(m). (τ, n) = βM (m′))
⇐⇒ ∃m′ ∈M◦(|WellSorted(ψ)→ JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ψ)|M ).
(τ, n) = βM (m
′)
⇐⇒ (τ, n) ∈ βM (M◦(|H2M(ψ)|M )).
• ϕ ≡ ψ1 U ψ2 - By definition of the U operator, we have
βM (|H2M(ψ1) U H2M(ψ2)|ρ
= βM (|µX.H2M(ψ2) ∨ (H2M(ψ1) ∧ ◦X)|ρ)
= βM (µF ) ,
where











∪ (βM (|H2M(ψ1)|ρ) ∩ βM (M◦(β−1M (X))))
= βM (|H2M(ψ2)|ρ
∪ (|H2M(ψ1)|ρ ∩M◦(β−1M (X)))) ,
where the second equality follows from the induction hypothesis. Now we
need to show that βM (µF ) = µG. First, βM (µF ) is a fixpoint of G:
G(βM (µF ))
= βM (|H2M(ψ2)|ρ ∪ (|H2M(ψ1)|ρ ∩M◦(µF )))
= βM (µF ) .
It is also the least fixpoint. Let A be a fixpoint of G. Then β−1M (A) is a
fixpoint of F by
β−1M (A)
= β−1M (G(A))
= |H2M(ψ2)|ρ ∪ (|H2M(ψ1)|ρ ∩M◦(β−1M (A)))
= F (β−1M (A))
and from µF being the least fixpoint of F it follows that µF ⊆ β−1M (A),
and therefore βM (µF ) ⊆ A.
• ϕ ≡ ∃π. ϕ′ - Using induction hypothesis, Lemma 59, and Lemma 60,

















= |∃π. (π ∈ JTraceK) ∧ H2M(ϕ′)|ρΠ(ρ) .
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Note that ρ[m/π] is a well-sorted valuation for any well-sorted valuation
ρ and any m ∈MTrace , for any model M .
• ϕ ≡ ∀π. φ′ - Similarly to the previous point.
Lemma 61. For every ΓhLTL-model M and every i ∈ N≥1, JiKhLTLMh(T h(M)) =
βM (JiKhLTLM )
Proof of Lemma 61. By induction on i.




= βM (J1KhLTLM ) .
• i > 1 - by induction hypothesis and Lemma 54,
JiKhLTLMh(T h(M)) = ◦̄Mh(T h(M))(Ji− 1K
hLTL
Mh(T h(M)))
= ◦̄Mh(T h(M))(βM (Ji− 1KhLTLM ))
= βM (M◦̄(Ji− 1KhLTLM ))
= βM (JiKhLTLM ) .
Lemma 62. For every model M of ΓhLTL and every i ∈ N≥1, JiKhLTLM 6= ∅
Proof. By induction on i using the axiom (Trace).
Proof of Lemma 21. Since JiKhLTLM is nonempty (Lemma 62), JiK
hLTL
M ⊆ |ϕ|ρ im-
plies JiKhLTLM ∩ |ϕ|ρ 6= ∅. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove just two implica-
tions: that T h(M),Π(ρ), i hLTL ϕ implies JiKhLTLM ⊆ |ϕ|ρ and that JiKhLTLM ∩
|ϕ|ρ 6= ∅ implies T h(M),Π(ρ), i hLTL ϕ. For the first implication, assume
T h(M),Π(ρ), i hLTL ϕ. By Lemma 17, JiKhLTLMh(T h(M)) ⊆ |ϕ|ρΠ(ρ) , and by Lemma 20
and Lemma 61, βM (JiKhLTLM ) ⊆ βM (|ϕ|ρ). By injectivity of βM , JiKhLTLM ⊆ |ϕ|ρ.
For the second implication, assume JiKhLTLM ∩ |ϕ|ρ 6= ∅. Then βM (JiKhLTLM ) ∩
βM (|ϕ|ρ) 6= ∅, and by Lemma 20 and Lemma 61, JiKhLTLMh(T h(M)) ∩ |ϕ|ρΠ(ρ) 6= ∅.
By Lemma 17, T h(M),Π(ρ), i hLTL ϕ.
Proof of Theorem 3. T h(M) hLTL ϕ iff for every valuation Π : V → T h(T ),
T h(T ),Π, 1 hLTL ϕ, iff for every well-sortedM -valuation ρ, T h(M),Π(ρ), 1 hLTL
ϕ (using Lemma 52), iff for every well-sortedM -valuation ρ, JiKhLTLM ⊆ |H2M(ϕ)|ρ
(using Lemma 21), iff M  WellSorted(ϕ) → JTraceK ⊆ H2M(ϕ) (by the same
argument as in the proof of Theorem 2).
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Proof of Theorem 22. For the implication from left to right, let LTL ϕ. That
means that for any LTL model τ , τ LTL ϕ. But then T l(M) LTL ϕ, since
T l(M) is by construction an LTL model. By Theorem 15, for any ML model
M such that M  ΓLTL, M LTL JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ). But then ΓLTL  JTraceK ∈
L2M(ϕ). For the other implication, let ΓLTL  JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ). Since for any
LTL model τ ,Ml(τ)  ΓLTL, it follows thatMl(τ)  JTraceK ∈ L2M(ϕ), and by
Theorem 9, τ LTL ϕ. But then τ LTL ϕ.
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